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More than 2,000 lightning strikes were 
recorded in Western Washington as a rare 
thunderstorm rolled through on September 
7, leaving thousands without power and at 
least one Stranger sta� er cowering under 
her bed, sure that Donald Trump acciden-
tally sat on a remote control and detonated 
bombs over Seattle.

A couple in Greenwood was woken up in 
the night when a man reportedly under the 
infl uence of meth entered their home and 
ate a bowl of Raisin Brain. Thankfully for 
the residents, he was just a cereal killer.

A Washington State Ferry employee 
was heard publicly shaming a rule break-
er over the loudspeaker: “Excuse me, sir, in 

the blue hat, there is no vaping on the ferry. 
Please refrain from vaping on the ferry.” 
The o� ender, looking like he’d been caught 
rifl ing through his mom’s underwear draw-
er, immediately put his vape away and took 
o�  his blue hat.

Local Q13 News correspondent 
Brandi Kruse responded to 
a UW-Tacoma instructor who 
told her to “smile more” by re-
porting him to his employer. If 
tattling to the boss is now stan-
dard behavior from media fi g-
ures, well, good news! Every Slog 
commenter is about to get fi red.

Cloudburst Brewing tapped A$AP Hop-
py on the last Friday of August, giving Seat-
tle its fi rst taste of this year’s Yakima Valley 
hop harvest. This year’s A$AP smelled like 
an overripe melon with the fl avor of cherry 
and watermelon. Dank.

Sound Transit’s fare-enforcement o�  -
cers were spotted on September 4 issuing 
failure-to-pay warnings to school-age kids 
on their way to their fi rst day of school 

where they were set to get… free transit 
passes. Mayor Jenny Durkan said she 
wrote a letter to Sound Transit’s CEO de-
manding that all warnings to students on 
the fi rst week of school be expunged.

A woman dressed as a pewter 
statue near the base of the 
Space Needle posed for a pic-
ture with a 20-year-old college 
student on crutches who was 
visiting Seattle for the week-
end and had leaned down to her 
tip jar to give her a dollar. The 
statue insisted silently that he 
take a picture with her. As the 
student posed for a snapshot 

taken by his girlfriend, the pewter statue 
began molesting one of the man’s nipples 
through his shirt, prompting the girlfriend 
to call out, “Hey, watch it!”

Amazon continued its unprecedented 
cash attack on Seattle’s elections, dump-
ing another $200,000 this August into the 
conservative Chamber of Commerce super 
PAC, bringing its overall spending on local 
elections to a total of $450,000. Just to drive 

the point home here: Individual candidates 
in Seattle’s public campaign funding pro-
gram are limited to spending only $75,000 
per election, but Amazon, a corporation 
worth $905,680,000,000, is able to spend 
as much money as it wants in our elections. 
That makes no fucking sense.

A barricade collapsed at Bumbershoot 
during EDM act Jai Wolf’s performance, 
hurting two dozen people and sending four 
to the hospital with minor injuries. The fol-
lowing night, Taking Back Sunday played 
the same stage, but lead singer Adam
Lazzara’s vocals were turned down so low 
that the crowd could register almost zero 
angst from the pop-rock throwback. Are 
these two events connected? What with 
those 2,000 lightning strikes the following 
weekend, something weird is defi nitely in 
the air. ■

The print editor of The Stranger, who is terrible 
with plants, who has been gifted cacti by friends 
before and has found ways to kill even those, 
went to Indoor Sun Shoppe in Fremont to fi nd 
a sturdy, low-light-needs plant for his offi ce. He 
bought a beautiful, hard-to-kill Dracaena with 
deep-green, Jurassic-looking leaves. He named 
it Audrey III and watered it—but the next day, the 
soil fi lled with foamy white mold. A cosmic mes-
sage to the editor not to own plants? A refl ection 
of ambient decay in The Stranger’s offi ce? Who 
knows. Indoor Sun Shoppe recommended pulling 
the plant out of the soil, hosing its roots off, wash-
ing them with soap, and replanting it. But there is 
no soil handy at The Stranger, nor is there a hose, 
nor did the print editor feel like doing any of that. 
So he put on gloves, scooped the mold away, and 
ignored Audrey III for a while. The next time he 
watered the plant, he used the sink sprayer in the 
offi ce kitchen, drowning and then drying out the 
soil. A year later, the mold has not returned. The 
leaves look sharp and vibrant. “Nice plant!” people 
keep saying. Sometimes laziness does work.

Listen, I get it. We’re all trying to get home, frustrated
by how those other drivers cut people off, or follow 
too closely, or cheat and manipulate their way into 
a better spot in a merge. But passive-aggressive 
driving is not an effective way of combating that 
behavior; in fact, it often slows down traffi c and 
makes things more miserable for everyone. Yes, 
Tesla McFuckface maybe did get in the right lane to 
pass you and is now trying to merge back in before 
the lane ends. But by riding the bumper of the 
person in front of you and not letting him in, you’re 
making that person and the person in front of you 
upset. And there’s always a possibility that Tesla 
McFuckface is actually a stressed-out teenager, or 
a confused senior, or a bumbling tourist, or a young 
John Mulaney “Trying His Best.” If someone does 
something dangerous, don’t fume about it and take 
it out on everyone around you. Just honk. That’s 
what it’s for. ANONYMOUS

SOMETHING TO GET OFF YOUR CHEST? 
E-mail 200 words or less to 

ianonymous@thestranger.com 

I, ANONYMOUSEDITOR’S NOTE

STEVEN WEISSMAN

Thousands of bolts.

The pewter statue 
began molesting the 

man’s nipple.

pop-up wine parties p. 49
Porta-Potty Instagramming p. 53

prebiotic earth p. 12
problematic trumpeter p. 47

purple as a loathsome color p. 20
put down the sausage p. 30

Abbreviated Index
pajamas in the snow p. 29
paradise for vegans p. 33
Parker Posey p. 48
patriarchy’s death p. 25
pigeonholed Pisces p. 18

Maybe No Hat?
BY BENJAMIN BRATT

You look great! Let’s see it 
maybe without the hat?

I like the hat! I just wanted 
to see how the outfi t looks 
without the hat.

No. I… I just.

I was just…

It was more a shadow thing. I 
couldn’t really see.

Totally. That hat is…

You know I love that hat! I was there when…

No. No.

You should totally wear the hat.

Come on. I’m sorry.

Please wear the hat.

No, your hair looks great!

FREDERICK M. BROWN / GETTY IMAGES

JOHNNY SAMPSON

mailto:ianonymous@thestranger.com
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TAKE OUR SURVEY!!
 thestranger.com/survey 

$250
Survey open through 9/30/19

Participate in our readership 
survey and enter for a chance to 
win one of 5 $50 gift cards to The 
Tin Table or the Grand Prize of

http://www.thestranger.com/survey
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M
y tire wobbled and I swerved to 
correct my path. A car hissed by 
me while the driver laid on his 
horn, just to remind me of his 
presence in case I hadn’t realized 

from the roar of the 2,000 pounds of steel 
bearing down on me that he was inches away. 
Or maybe he was trying to remind me that a 
bike didn’t belong on this road.

Of course, six years ago, the city decided 
that bikes did belong on this road. After years 
of study and community engagement, Mayor 
Mike McGinn and the city council signed the 
city’s 2014 Bicycle Master Plan into law. In ad-
dition to protected bike routes and pedestrian 
improvements all over the city, the plan called 
for nearly three miles of uninterrupted, pro-
tected bike lanes on 35th Avenue Northeast, 
stretching all the way to Lake City. In 2015, 
voters overwhelmingly approved paying 
for that plan. In 2017, the city council again 
agreed to build 1.2 miles of that bike lane. But 
recently, those bike lanes got scrapped when 
a bunch of bike-hating homeowners and  
Mayor Jenny Durkan got involved.

I huffed and puffed over my handlebars 
and tried to forget about the bumpers breath-
ing down my neck. My bike hugged close to 
the parked cars, my mind well aware that a 
car door opening could send me spinning. 
Own the road, all the cyclists I’d asked before 
riding this death trap of a street had told me. 
But how could I confidently keep pace with 
this kind of an incline on a road that clearly 
was not designed with cyclists in mind?

I was making my way up 35th Avenue 
Northeast, away from the bike-friendly 
Burke-Gilman Trail and up into the heart of 
Northeast Seattle, where the internal com-
bustion engine is still king. To make matters 
more nerve-racking, my peloton for the day 
included none other than Alex Pedersen, a 
front-runner Seattle City Council candidate 
in the November election for this district, 
who has advocated for the exact dangerous 
street design we were currently experienc-
ing. He, like the mayor’s office, doesn’t think 
we should implement what the updated 2017 
Bicycle Master Plan called for.

The city had planned on putting a protect-
ed bike lane on this main thoroughfare, until 
some homeowners and businesses caught 
wind of the plans and launched a vitriolic 
campaign against them. In the end, Mayor 

Durkan bowed to their wishes in favor of con-
tinued street parking and wider lanes for cars.

The cars beat the bikes, in other words. 
But cyclists have yet to back down.

Now bike advocates have renamed the 
street the “Durkan Speedway” while calling 
on city hall to go back to the original plan. 
Mirroring the two-sided debate over the 
fate of 35th Avenue, the future leadership 
of Seattle City Council District 4 has come 
down to a contest between anti-bike-lane 
candidate Pedersen and pro-bike-lane can-
didate Shaun Scott. Pedersen thinks cyclists 
should use a different road; Scott thinks the 
city should build the bike lanes they’d previ-
ously committed to building. 

It’s one thing for a politician to advocate 
a position at community meetings, but 
how would their campaign slogans sound 
between gasps of breath? Both candidates 
accepted the challenge to ride the road 
with me and my editor Eli Sanders, as well 
as Stranger reporter/photographer Lester 
Black, but in the end, only Pedersen made 
the ride with us.

Could Pedersen still argue against bike 
lanes even as he experienced the dangers of 
cycling on a road without them?

Just five minutes in, Pedersen was already 
showing his nervousness at cycling this road. 
I followed him as he bobbed out of the road-
way toward the curb whenever an opening 
between parked cars presented itself. I grit-

ted my teeth when the parked cars impeded 
our path and we steered back into the road.

That was (one of the times) when I 
swerved. Apparently, I have a habit of subtly 
shifting my whole body whenever I turn my 
head. That includes turning my handlebars. 
Not a great realization to make during rush-
hour traffic.

We paused near Northeast 55th Street 
to see if Shaun Scott, Pedersen’s opponent, 
was going to join us. The last I’d heard from 
him, he was waging a losing battle with a 
Lime bike.

“Trying to find a way to make it down there 
but this is really hard,” Scott had texted. “I’m 
not typically a biker and getting around on 
these streets is really stressful.”

I wiped the sweat out of my eyes. “Well, I 
guess we keep going,” I said. Pedersen swung 
his leg, the one with a high-visibility yellow 
band cuffing his jeans, over his bike and fol-
lowed my lead.

T hirty-fifth Avenue Northeast cuts 
through the middle of District 4. It 
stretches from University Village up 
past Northgate. It’s a crucial arterial 

thoroughfare for cars, buses, and—at least in 
the past—bikes.

The heated debate last year pitted neigh-
bors against one another and turned a 
planned redesign of almost three miles of 
35th Avenue Northeast into an ideological 

war. The original plan had put two protected 
bike lanes on either side of the street, which 
would have eliminating on-street parking 
along the west side.

Two groups formed to fight it out: One was 
called Save 35th Avenue, and one was called 
Safe 35th Avenue. Confusingly similar.

Save 35th was the neighborhood group try-
ing to prevent the bike lanes. The members of 
this group were angry at city hall, the Seattle 
Department of Transportation (SDOT), the 
Bicycle Master Plan, and their former council 
member Rob Johnson. A Crosscut piece from 
April 2018, which read like an angry post on 
the neighborhood app Nextdoor, explained 
the issue as such: “SDOT documents char-
acterized the proposal as a ‘paving project’ 
when, in reality, it is a complete reconfigura-
tion of the neighborhood’s main arterial.” The 
article said that the neighborhood had not 
been told about the bike lane plan and that 
Johnson, then the district’s representative, 
was pushing the plan ahead.

Pedersen claims he wants the city to build 
an interconnected bike network, just not on 
main roads like 35th Avenue. He said as we 
biked that the anti-bike-lane cohort was up-
set because of “a lack of transparency and 
forthrightness.” The Save 35th group was or-
ganized and had “a big voice and an e-mail list 
that resonated with people about the lack of 
transparency on the city council,” he argued.

Safe 35th, by contrast, was the coalition 

Bicycling the “Durkan Speedway”
Is city council candidate Alex Pedersen opposed to bike lanes on 35th 

even when he’s biking it? The Stranger takes him on a ride.
BY NATHALIE GRAHAM

Nathalie Graham riding up 35th Avenue Northeast with city council candidate Alex Pedersen right behind her.
LESTER BLACK

The voter-approved 
bike lanes got 

scrapped after Mayor 
Durkan got involved.
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formed by people who were pro–bike lane 
and pro-redesign because 35th Avenue is, 
frankly, a terrifying street for anyone who 
isn’t driving a car. The bike lanes on 35th 
Avenue, they pointed out, were in the city’s 
long-term Bicycle Master Plan, meaning ex-
perts and city officials had already studied 
the situation and made a decision, and voters 
had approved that decision more than once. 
Why should some angry homeowners and a 
dentist’s office get to kill an already planned 
bike lane that the whole city had agreed to?

Things got even more dramatic when 
someone planted fireworks at the construc-
tion site last summer (Save 35th vehemently 
denies it was them). Mayor Durkan, like a 
disappointed parent negotiating with two 
warring siblings, finally stepped in and hired 
a mediator to meet with the two groups. That 

mediator was paid $14,000.
Ultimately, 35th Avenue Northeast was 

repaved without adding any bike lanes, but it 
did get a new center turn lane for cars.

Now Pedersen and I were experiencing 
the reality of the “Durkan Speedway” on two 
wheels, with cars using the opposite lane of 
traffic to pass us dangerously within inches 
of my handlebars and just seconds before 
other cars would come in the opposing di-

rection. At Northeast 65th Street, we turned 
right and then took another right onto 39th 
Avenue Northeast, a side street that runs 
parallel to 35th that Pedersen thinks serves 
as a useful cycling replacement for bike lanes 
on the main street.

While 39th Avenue is safer and calmer, 
it’s far off the main drag where shops and 
restaurants are. Don’t cyclists need to get 
bread and go to the dentist, too? It’s incon-
venient for people who bike as their prima-
ry means of transportation, cyclists told me, 
and it isn’t a through street. The greenway 
winds and meanders uphill. It’s broken up by 
the streets that intersect it, and bikes never 
have the right-of-way. At stop signs, you have 

to wait for a break in traffic. It feels a bit like 
a game of Frogger. And then, at 85th Street, 
the greenway just stops.

As we turned off 65th Street and started 
down the greenway, we stopped so Peders-
en could explain how this meandering route 
still served cyclists. “We should definitely 
keep getting feedback from users on how to 
make greenways better,” he said. “We need to 
be asking cyclists what they need and how to 
make it better.”

Scott still hadn’t shown up, so we couldn’t 
hear his argument against this greenway 
philosophy, but we made a plan to all meet at 
the neighborhood’s brewery, Burke-Gilman 
Brewing Company. As we breezed down the 

quiet side street, no longer vying with cars 
on the bike-lane-free 35th Avenue, Pedersen 
said he would have to make sure there was 
room for expanding greenways in the budget. 
There needs to be “an ongoing feedback dis-
cussion” about what happened with 35th to 
try to “move on from that decision.”

We eventually made it to the brewery. 
Scott showed up wearing a sweater (it was at 
least 70 degrees outside), shorts, and a sheen 
of sweat on his forehead. He was holding a 
brand-new bike helmet in one hand. “I’m 
running for city council, I’m not biking for 
city council,” Scott joked.

At that point, Pedersen said he had to 
go. The two posed for a stiff photo togeth-
er, and then Pedersen was off. That left me 
to wash away the bike ride with Scott and 
some IPA. I could see why all my Wedgwood 
neighbors liked Pedersen. He was charming 
and thoughtful and seemed to have an un-
derstanding of the issues facing his district.

His takeaway from this experience—
since he is not a cyclist himself (nor am I, 
nor is Scott, to put it mildly)—was to listen 
to more cyclists. He wants to do that with 
long, thoughtful studies and an intention to 
carve space into the budget for those studies. 
That feels like a Seattle Process wet dream 
that will never happen. It sounds like a vague 
campaign promise to get cyclists to shut up. 
And it’s kind of hard to take after years of 
studies that resulted in experts suggesting 
bike lanes and voters approving bike lanes 
and then the city setting all of that aside.

But if he’s being genuine, and if he does 
spend time listening to cyclists, Pedersen is 
going to hear one thing over and over: 35th 
Avenue Northeast needs to be fixed. ■

39th Avenue’s greenway is safer for cyclists, but it’s far off the main drag.
LESTER BLACKPedersen thinks 39th 

Avenue serves as a 
useful replacement 

for bike lanes on 35th.
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B
efore I left on a three-week trip 
this summer, I had drinks with 
my brother Kudzai at Nacho 
Borracho. We sat at the bar. I 
ordered a glass of white wine; he 
had a Diet Coke. When the drinks 

were served, we clinked glasses in honor of 
his big achievement: He had just quit his 
low-paying job and was about to begin class-
es at Seattle University’s law school. That 
day, Wednesday, June 12, he had purchased 
two very thick and expensive lawbooks. He 
was ready. I was amazed.

For much of his life, Kudzai had not really 
done that much. He strummed the guitar now 
and then. He started a couple of bands. He 
got married and then divorced. Sometimes 
he went to the gym. Sometimes he didn’t go 
to the gym. The hours he spent watching 
European football or playing the FIFA video 
game seemed infi nite in my eyes. Kudzai was 
not, however, a sad person or anything like 
that. Indeed, he had a great sense of humor, 
and he seemed perfectly content to be going 
nowhere and not doing much.

Then, out of the blue, he decided, at the 
age of 36, to take the LSAT. He studied hard, 
he passed the test with colors that were al-
most fl ying, and he was admitted to the law 
program, to my complete surprise.

It all happened so quickly. One day, there 

is this Kudzai playing video games and 
binge-watching Game of Thrones; the next 
day, there is this other and wholly new Kudzai 
not drinking and working long hours to save 
money. He even moved into my house with 
me to cut costs. In two years, he 
would earn a master of le-
gal studies degree. My 
little brother Kudzai, 
the lawyer? The 
transformation, 
the focus, the 
commitment to 
something tan-
gible—it was un-
believable. We 
clinked glasses 
again and again.

After the drinks, 
we took the light rail 
home. He sat next to 
me on the train and talked 
about this and that. As always, he 
made me laugh to the point of tears.

I returned to Seattle on July 4. Two days 
later, I received an odd text from Kudzai.

He wrote that he had collapsed while walk-
ing to Columbia City Station. I called him. He 
answered. Where was he? He was staying at 
a friend’s house. Why? Because he could not 
get up the stairs at my house. I went to his 

friend’s place, which was not far from mine.
Kudzai answered the door. I followed him 

to the living room. He walked very slowly 
and had great di�  culty breathing. He said 

things that perplexed me. How can you 
get so sick so quickly? There 

was a thick lawbook on 
the table.

The next morning, 
he took an Uber 

to Harborview 
Medical Cen-
ter. Kudzai was 
determined to 
stay there until 
the doctors had 

solved his illness.
A week later, I 

received a call from 
a doctor at Harbor-

view. He wanted to have 
a meeting. I arrived at 3 p.m., 

entered the room, and looked at 
my brother. He was sitting upright in a hos-
pital bed. An oxygen mask on his face. Eyes 
filled with fear. He knew and I knew that no 
good news was coming our way.

Ten minutes later, the room was packed 
with seven or so doctors from di� erent de-
partments who had been working to deter-
mine the type and extent of his illness. Four 

of them sat on chairs. The main doctor, 
young and handsome, sat directly in front 
of my brother. I was behind Kudzai. And in 
the window behind me rose the towers of 
downtown Seattle.

“Kudzai, I want to be very frank with you,” 
said the doctor, looking at him with eyes that 
did not blink. “You have a cancer that can’t 
be cured. It originated in either your stom-
ach or your pancreas. We are not sure yet, 
and there is even a chance we may never 
know because it has spread so widely. There 
is now a cloud of cancer in your lungs—”

My brother broke into a wail I had never 
heard from him before: “Nooooo! God, noooo. 
God. Nooooo. Nooooo!”

“How much time does he have?” I asked, as 
my brother fell back into a weeping, bawling, 
wailing, totally devastated heap.

The doctor, who appeared shaken by my 
brother’s unrestrained discharge of terror/
confusion/anguish, looked up at me and 
said: “If it is pancreatic cancer, at the most 
12 months. If it is stomach, 16 months.” My 
brother, upon hearing this, wailed loud-
er again and again. I’m having a hard time 
describing his cries because they were in-
describable. Why was he forsaken? He just 
could not believe it. It was impossible. He 
was only 37.

“The reason we did not catch it earlier 

The Origins of Life
My brother’s death, where to fi nd God, and a startling discovery 

of how life began on earth.
BY CHARLES MUDEDE
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is precisely because he is so young. These 
cancers usually occur in old people,” said 
the doctor.

Thirty minutes later, I was alone with my 
brother and my son, who had brought two 
bottles of wine to the hospital. My brother 
was in a state of shock. What could he/I/
we say now? We had never prepared for this 
moment. We had never talked about death, 
or the meaning of life. In our entire time to-
gether (in Zimbabwe, where he was born; in 
Seattle, where he moved in 1998), I cannot re-
call one conversation with Kudzai about God.

O n August 4, a University of Washing-
ton theoretical physicist, Ann Nelson, 
slipped on a hiking path in the Alpine 
Lakes Wilderness (a glacier-carved 

terrain with more than 700 lakes) and fell, 
headfirst, to her death. Her husband and two 
of her friends watched how the 61 years she 
spent on earth came to an end in a gully. Her 
body was recovered on August 5.

Nelson, considered to be one of the most 
brilliant theoretical physicists of our time, 
specialized in something called CP viola-
tion, which is a violation of CP symmetry 
(or charge conjugation parity symmetry).

To put it simply: There should be no stuff 
in our universe. I should not be here, nor my 
cats, nor the pear tree in my garden, nor the 
clouds in the sky, nor the moon, the stars, the 
clouds of gas and dust. The universe should 
be as it was in the beginning: a smooth ra-
diation of light. Why? Because in the nor-
mal run of things, matter is annihilated by 
antimatter.

In the normal universe, “to be” is annihi-
lated by “not to be.” But for reasons that are 
still a mystery to even the deepest math of 
physics, a bit of matter in a billion or so is 
not obliterated, it has no antimatter partner. 
It becomes a drop of experience. But why is 
the universe not symmetrical, not a perfectly 
smooth spread of photons, the particles of 

light? What’s behind this break in symmetry? 
Why do some quarks (the stuff of particles in 
the nucleus of an atom) escape what’s called 
the “primordial annihilation”? This question 
was on Nelson’s mind for much of her life.

As for me? The mystery of cosmic asym-
metry will always be the point at which an 
imaginary conversation with my brother 
about God would begin. We are on one of 
those docks on Lake Washington. The stars 
are in the sky. Bellevue shimmers in the dis-
tance and is reflected by the water. I turn to 
my brother and say: “I have never, ever said 
this to you before, but I will tonight. If there 
is a God, Kudzai, He can only be a break in 
symmetry. Not creation, but violation.”

K udzai’s doctor at Harborview decided 
to extract a piece of the tumor, to find 
out if it originated from his stomach 
or his pancreas. They sedated him 

and put a breathing tube in his throat for 
the operation.

After Kudzai was under, the doctor real-
ized he was sicker than they thought. The 
tumor was much larger than expected. It 
was choking him. The day after surgery, the 
medical team took out the breathing tube 
and gave him an oxygen mask, but when they 
saw he wasn’t getting enough oxygen, they 
put the breathing tube back in.

On their advice, on July 21 we transferred 
him to University of Washington Medical 
Center for emergency radiation treatment. 
Our only chance was to blast high-energy 

beams at the tumor and hope it would begin 
to shrink.

Kudzai’s radiation treatment began on 
July 22, but the prognosis did not get any bet-
ter. It only got worse. The 12-to-16-month life 
expectancy he’d been given by Harborview 
doctors was way too generous. Now they 
were saying he had a couple of weeks. And 
even that turned out to be overly optimistic.

He was awake and talking for the first two 
days at UW. At one moment, Kudzai looked 
up at me from the hospital bed and said 
with dread-filled eyes: “Why is this not you, 
Charles? Why can’t I live to be 50? I want to 
be as old as you. That’s all I want right now.”

I did not know what to say. Was this now 
the time to have our first talk about God? But 
my God, the cosmic violator, the breaker of 
symmetry, a Higgs boson–like God, would 
not have the answer. I’m almost certain He/
She/Whatever can’t talk and has no feelings, 
unlike the God of Alfred North Whitehead 
(a mathematician and philosopher and the 
father of a branch of experimental American 
theology). My God is closer to Spinoza’s—
completely impersonal. How do I explain all 
of this to a dying man? It’s like talking about 
the chemical composition of water during a 
ship-tossing storm.

What I did know, however, was the radia-
tion treatment wasn’t even a long shot. It was 
like shooting an arrow into the night in the 
hope that it hits a moving target you can’t see.

Kudzai’s room was on the sixth floor of 
the UW Medical Center’s Montlake Tower. 
It had chairs and a couch, behind which was 
a wide window that held the most perfect 
view of the Montlake Cut.

When not thinking about his life in a great 
rush of detail—his difficult birth in a Harare 
hospital in 1981; his teen years at the Eton of 
Zimbabwe, called Peterhouse Boys School; 
his move to Seattle from Botswana in 1998; 
his rock bands (the Red Sea Sharks and the 
Chimanimanis); his obsession with British 

pop and American popular culture; his vari-
ous jobs in the social services; his casual style 
of walking; his close relationships with my fa-
ther and my son—I would turn to the window 
and watch the boats go up and down the cut.

During one of these moments, I recalled 
something that Dr. Jonathan Golob, a former 
science columnist for The Stranger, told me 
while drinking at a bar near the office in 2009 
(his choice of tipple was pale beer, mine white 
wine). He described a city as a hyper-river. 
Clean water comes in, flows through our bod-
ies, washes our hands, skin, mouths, clothes, 
and dishes, and then flows out.

Golob, who is now an assistant professor 
at the University of Michigan, was also fas-
cinated by the work of Gerald Pollack, a UW 
professor of bioengineering, who has spent 
most of his career championing a new un-
derstanding of water.

The medium of life—H2O—is more com-
plicated than we think. We see it as steam, 
liquid, and ice. Pollack has added a fourth 
stage, which is between ice and liquid. He 
calls it structured water. It is made of flex-
ible sheets. It responds to sunlight. When 
photons from the core of the star in the sky 
reach structured water, energy is generated. 
Because a good part of the human body is in 
a state of structured water, we are, as Mor-
pheus in The Matrix said, walking batteries.

On the second day of radiation treatment, 
July 23, Kudzai stopped talking. I started to 
see my brother as no longer himself but as an 
organism, a critically compromised chemi-
cal system. The computer screen above the 
system’s bed monitored how much oxygen 
it absorbed and how much carbon dioxide it 
released. Blood was drawn regularly. A ma-
chine automatically checked the system’s 
blood pressure every 15 minutes. Tubes fed 
vital nutrients directly into a process that 
burned food with oxygen. And once a day, 
beams of energy were shot into the core of 
the system to arrest and shrink a tumor com-
posed of cells that had many months before 
escaped their tissue growth regulations.

N ot far from where we watched the re-
duction of Kudzai to chemical pro-
cesses that had developed over 3.7 
billion years of life’s history on earth, 

three scientists at the University of Wash-
ington were sharing their new and important 
discovery about life’s origins with Ed Yong, 
the science writer for the Atlantic. The story 
would be posted on August 12. It informed 
the public that the scientists had figured out 
a plausible process for the emergence of life 
on our planet.

The story went viral. One writer, James 
Urton, also of the UW, described it as “Re-
searchers Solve Puzzle of Origin of Life on 
Earth.” You might be forgiven for thinking 
that this headline is sheer clickbait, but 
when you go into the details of the discovery, 
which centers on the membrane of proto-
cells, it is that amazing.

The three scientists are Roy Black (a bio-
chemist), Sarah Keller (a UW professor of 
chemistry), and Caitlin Cornell (a UW doc-
toral student). And the question they solved 
is this: How did a membrane self-assemble 
and become durable on the prebiotic earth?

For the past 40 years or so, scientists de-
voted to the origin-of-life puzzle have placed 
emphasis on either the self-assembly of the 
machinery of life (proteins) or its mode of 
information transmission (RNA). The idea 

“Why is this not you, 
Charles? Why can’t I 

live to be 50? I want to 
be as old as you.”

Roy Black and Caitlin Cornell, in a lab at the University of Washington, discovered little suns in fatty acids.
DENNIS WISE
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of beginning with a place to live, a cell wall, 
an inside and outside, was a minor player.

It has been known that fatty acids (the 
raw materials for a cell’s membrane) 
self-assemble in water. They assemble into 
a sphere, but it’s a frail sphere. What has not 
been known is what keeps those spheres 
together under certain stresses, say salt 
(which was plentiful in the waters of the 
early earth) or magnesium (which RNA, the 
ancestor of DNA, needs to function). What 
Black’s team found, with assistance from 
a number of labs on campus, is little suns 
in fatty acids. These suns turned out to be 
amino acids, the stu   of proteins.

Black, Keller, and Cornell’s paper, which 
involved nine other UW researchers, is ti-
tled “Prebiotic amino acids bind to and 
stabilize prebiotic fatty acid 
membranes.” As the scien-
tists explain: “In addition 
to providing a means 
to stabilize proto-
cell membranes, 
our results address 
the challenge of 
explaining how 
proteins could have 
become colocalized 
with membranes. Ami-
no acids are the building 
blocks of proteins, and our 
results are consistent 
with a positive feedback 
loop in which amino acids 
bound to self-assembled 
fatty acid membranes, resulting in mem-
brane stabilization and leading to more 
binding in turn.”

What this means is that all of the key 
components of life emerged not separate-
ly but together (or as the scientists say, 
“co-locally”) from the internal surface of 
the membrane.

Now, why is this discovery so important? 
To begin with, in the origin-of-life fi eld, you 
must take one of these two positions: Life is 
a freak accident or the universe is pregnant 
with life.

The first position was championed by 
an existentialist biologist named Jacques 
Monod (1910–1976), and the latter by the 
Belgian chemist Christian de Duve (1917–
2013). If you take the fi rst position, then you 
pretty much believe life is a miracle. If you 
take the second position, as I do, then you 
believe life is like a rock, a star, a stream. It 
is what happens in a universe of our kind. 
The discovery that resilient cells can form 
on their own means there is nothing spe-
cial about the origins of life. It is all a matter 

of the right reaction conditions, reaction 
pathways, and reaction mechanics. If the 
symmetry of the universe is broken by God, 
chemistry will do the rest.

D uring the weekend of July 26, Kudzai 
was mostly unconscious, and when 
his mind resurfaced and cleared, it 
was immediately struck by panic. 

He did not want to die. The nurses would 
rush in and swiftly sink him back into the 
purgatory of sedation.

On July 27, an oncologist and I sat in a 
small windowless room designated for de-
spairing family members and frank doctors. 
She told me that my brother’s chances were 
next to zero. The radiation had not really 

worked. The cloud of cancer in his lungs 
had only thickened.

With the very last drop of 
hope I could squeeze out 

of my being, I told her 
that my brother was 
extraordinary. He 
was bravely fight-
ing for his life. The 
doctor, with legs 

crossed and eyes 
not looking at me but 

down at the carpet, said 
that they all want to live. 

All of them who come here 
do the exact same thing—
they fi ght as hard as they 
can. She had never seen a 
patient who just gave up. 

We are animals. This is in our nature. To en-
dure, to thrive. Conatus. The worst thing that 
can happen to any animal is to be no more.

My brother crossed the river on July 29. 
Our sister, who fl ew in from London, was 
there to say farewell. Before Kudzai had 
lost consciousness, my family played his 
favorite song, which, to my surprise, was 
“Bitter Sweet Symphony” by the Verve. (My 
brother and I did not share the same taste 
in music.) On the day before he died, when 
he was no longer talking, my family (which 
was always present during his fi nal days) 
played that song over and over again. And 
we played a few old Shona songs.

We drank lots of wine. We ate in the caf-
eteria, which is accessed by what can only 
be described as an underground maze. We 
smoked by the bus stop. We were startled on 
Kudzai’s last full day, a Sunday, the day the 
Abrahamic God is said to have rested after 
creating the universe, by the roar of the Blue 
Angels. They fl ew over Lake Washington, 
the Montlake Cut, Lake Union, Elliott Bay.

I will miss you, Kudzai. ■

MATTHEW BLOSSER

In the beginning, there was 
a cell wall. 

ROY BLACK

According to the UW researchers’ hypothesis: “The building blocks of RNA and 
protein stuck to the surface of prebiotic membranes (precursors of cells), which 
self-assemble from simple oily molecules called fatty acids. These interactions 
stabilized the membranes, and eventually led to formation of the two other struc-
tures required for cells: the chains we call RNA and protein.”
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Blunt Talk
BY LESTER BLACK

Can Vaping Kill 
You?

V aping might be killing people. Hun-
dreds of people across the country 
are falling ill with mysterious lung 
conditions, and four vape users have 

died after showing up to hospitals complain-
ing of shortness of breath. Doctors aren’t 
sure what is happening, and public-health 
officials are starting to call it an epidemic.

Cannabis vaping, which involves using a 
battery to heat a cartridge of pot oil to create 
an inhalable vapor, has exploded in popu-
larity since legalization. So how freaked out 
should we be about these deaths?

Two cannabis health professionals I 
reached out to said that while the reports 
are concerning, they’re not ready to tell 
their patients to stop vaping weed. Dr. David 
Knox, a physician with 40 years of emer-
gency-room experience who now works 
in a private cannabis medicine practice in 
Oregon, told me that he doesn’t recommend 
people start vaping, but he also isn’t telling 
existing users to quit.

“I’m not worried to the level that I tell 
them to quit. I just want them to be aware 
that it is a risk,” Knox said. “But if you’ve 
been vaping for quite a while and you have 
not been having any problem, [this health 
scare] doesn’t mandate that you quit right 
now. But you do want to be cognizant of who 
is making your product, where it is from, and 
what its constituents are.”

Knox said his first preference is for pa-
tients to use tinctures or topicals and avoid 
inhaling of any kind: “I’ve been telling folks 
for years that it’s a new enough technology 
that we still don’t know if it’s going to give 

you some long-term problems.”
Alison Draisin, a licensed mental health 

care provider at Seattle’s AIMS Institute, 
said she often recommends vaping for peo-
ple with anxiety and pain due to the “imme-
diate relief of inhaling cannabis,” and has 
not stopped after the recent health scare. 
She said she strictly recommends brands 
like Puffin Farm, Olala, Heylo Extracts, and 
Cold Smoke that use carbon dioxide (CO2) 
extractions and do not dilute the cartridges 
with other chemicals.

“Less scrupulous processors may use cut-
ting agents… and that is why it’s important 
for stores and consumers to really know 
what they are purchasing and putting in 
their lungs,” Draisin said.

The vast majority of these illnesses are 
being reported in states without legal can-
nabis, which may not be a coincidence. On 
the black market, no one is regulating what 
kinds of chemicals end up in your cartridge. 
If you’re buying your vape cartridge from 
a legal store in Washington State, legally 
its contents should have been tested. Nev-
ertheless, Draisin’s advice is still to buy 
cartridges only from companies that use 
additive-free oil.

Brands like Puffin Farm, Olala, Heylo Ex-
tracts, and Cold Smoke use the same CO2 
extraction equipment that pharmaceutical 
companies use, because CO2 is harmless to 
humans and any residual CO2 naturally evap-
orates as soon as the cannabis oil leaves its 
extraction machine. Cheaper solvents like 
butane are toxic to humans and can easily be 
left in the cartridge oil, which may be causing 
some of these illnesses.

Other flavorings or additives could also be 
causing the health scare. Weird chemicals 
like diacetyl or vitamin E oil have been found 
in black market vape pens and are known to 
be toxic. Other agents like propylene glycol 
can break down to dangerous chemicals like 
formaldehyde.

Do you want to inhale the vapor of formal-
dehyde, the same chemical used to embalm 
dead people? I’ll answer that for you: No, you 
don’t. So if you’re in the habit of using vape 
pens, it’s time to be more discerning about 
what cartridge you load into it. ■

Four people across 
the country have died 
recently after vaping 

cannabis.
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Savage Love
BY DAN SAVAGE

My roommate is a gay man who is into get-
ting fisted. A lot. We were FWBs until he 
moved into my place, at which point we agreed 
it would be better for us to not have sex any-
more. It’s worked out fine, and he’s been here 
for a year. Here’s the problem: About two years 
ago, he got into fisting and he has someone 
over every night to fist him. As soon as he 
comes home from work, he spends a good hour 
in the bathroom cleaning out, and then some 
guy comes over to fist him. Every single day. 
My roommate is a very attractive guy who 
doesn’t think he’s attractive at all. I’ve 
talked to him a few times about whether 
he’s being sexually compulsive, but he 
just laughs and says, “Well, you suck a 
lot of dick.” (I have a healthy but mod-
erate sex life.) I am concerned that all 
this ass play is not healthy. As a friend, I 
want him to seek help for his sexual com-
pulsion, his low self-esteem, and his so-
cial isolation. As a roommate, I am tired 
of all these strange men coming into my 
home and the high water bill.

Frequent Insertions Sincerely 
Trouble Someone

“Fisting is a healthy and safe sexual 
activity so long as the participants are 
sober,” said Dr. Peter Shalit, a physician 
and author who works with many gay 
men. “There is a misconception that fis-
ting damages the anal sphincter, loosens 
it, and causes a loss of bowel control over 
time. This is absolutely false.”

Devin Franco, a gay porn star who’s 
been getting fisted on a weekly basis 
for many years, backs up Dr. Shalit. 
“People who are only used to vanilla inter-
course are sometimes shocked,” said Franco. 
“People will leave comments on my videos 
asking if I was in pain, even though I’m clear-
ly always enjoying it. Fisting is actually the 
most pleasurable sexual act I’ve ever expe-
rienced—and seven years in, no negative 
health consequences and everything down 
there works just fine, thanks.”

But exactly how does that work? How 
does someone like Franco get a fist and/or a 
ridiculously large sex toy in his butt?

“A skilled fisting bottom can voluntarily 
relax the anal sphincter in order to accom-
modate a hand up to the wrist or further,” ex-
plained Dr. Shalit. “A skilled fisting top knows 
how to insert their hand—it’s actually finger-
tips first, not a clenched fist—and how to do 
it gently, taking their time, and using lots of 
lube. And, again, after the session is over, the 
sphincter returns to its normal state.”

Which is not to say that people haven’t in-
jured themselves or others engaging in anal 
play with large sex toys, fists, or even per-
fectly average cocks—people most certainly 
have. That’s why it’s crucial to take things 
slow, use lots of lube, and go at it sober.

“Fisting isn’t for everyone,” said Dr. Shalit. 
“In fact, most people are unable to relax their 
sphincter in this fashion.”

But to figure out whether fisting is for 
you—to determine whether you’re one of 
those people who can relax their sphincter—
first you gotta wanna, and then you gotta try.

“It actually took about two years for me,” 

said Franco. “That’s from the first time I 
did anal play thinking, ‘Maybe I can get his 
whole fist in there,’ to the first time I actually 
got a fist in my ass. Two years.”

And while fisting isn’t for everyone, 
FISTS, like Dr. Shalit said, it’s very clearly 
for your roommate. But enjoying the hell out 
of a particular sexual activity—even one that 
seems extreme to those who don’t enjoy it—
isn’t by itself evidence of low self-esteem or 
sexual compulsion.

“If FISTS thinks his roommate has low 

self-esteem,” said Dr. Shalit, “he’s done the 
right thing by telling him he should seek 
help. But that’s the end of his responsibility. 
Whether or not his roommate seeks help is up 
to his roommate. And it’s hard for me to agree 
that his roommate is being sexually compul-
sive based on what’s in the letter. Many men 
have sex every day, and the roommate’s sex 
life doesn’t seem to have any negative con-
sequences except that FISTS doesn’t like it.”

While Franco also doesn’t think getting 
fisted daily is proof that your roommate is 
out of control, fisting isn’t something he 
does every day. “Doing it daily sounds ex-
hausting,” he said. “The act requires a lot of 
physical exertion. I personally need a little 
recovery time between sessions. But I do 
know guys who do it every day—maybe not 
a fist every day, but they play with large toys 
every day. But I couldn’t and I don’t.”

All that said, FISTS, two of your cited 
reasons for not liking what your roommate 
is up to—strange men in and out of your 
apartment (and your roommate) and all that 
douching driving up your water bill—are le-
gitimate complaints that you shouldn’t be 
shy about addressing.

“To not have a lot of strangers in and out of 
the apartment is a reasonable ask of a room-
mate,” said Dr. Shalit. “But if the roommate 
sees a steady stream of FISTS’s hookups 
coming over, it could seem like a double stan-
dard. And I suppose he could ask for extra 
help with the water bill, but I’m skeptical 
that ‘cleaning out’ for fisting would actually 

cause a significant increase in the bill.”
Dr. Shalit recommends Anal Pleasure & 

Health by Jack Morin to anyone who wants 
to learn more about anal intercourse, fisting, 
and other forms of anal play. “It’s the bible of 
anal sexuality,” said Dr. Shalit.

Follow Devin Franco on Twitter 
@devinfrancoxxx, and check out his work 
at justfor.fans/devinfrancoxxx.

My husband of nearly 20 years came out to 
me as bisexual about two months ago. He as-

sured me he has no intention of looking 
outside our marriage for other sex part-
ners. We’ve always had a kind of barrier 
sexually, and it seemed to fall away after 
he came out. We’ve since done all man-
ner of things, including my using a dildo 
on him. (Thanks for all the tips over the 
years about anal!) It has been a fun and 
empowering experience overall. There is 
one thing I am having trouble with. He 
mentioned that he’d like me to peg him 
using a strap-on. I mean, of course he 
would, right? He’d like to actually feel my 
body against his. That would doubtless 
make the whole experience better for him. 
But I’m having a hard time wrapping my 
head around it. Does this require me, 
even if temporarily, to change my body? 
I’m feeling really vulnerable and insecure 
about it, like it means there’s something 
wrong with my body. I get panicky just 
thinking about it. (My husband has not 
done or said anything to make me feel bad 
about my body.) Using the dildo is no big 
thing, and I don’t understand why this 
feels so different and difficult.

Pegging Feels Different

You don’t have to do anything about this right 
now, PFD. Your husband only came out to you 
as bisexual two months ago! Your husband’s 
honesty pulled down that barrier you’d always 
sensed but could never name, and that’s won-
derful and exciting. And you’re already explor-
ing anal penetration with him on the receiving 
end, which is something many straight men 
also enjoy. If covering your genitals tempo-
rarily with a strap-on makes you feel awkward 
or unwanted, you don’t have to do it—not now, 
not ever. But I can’t imagine you think there’s 
something wrong with the bodies of lesbians 
who use strap-ons with their female partners, 
just as you don’t seem to think holding a dildo 
means there’s something wrong with (or in-
adequate about) your hands. If covering your 
vulva with a strap-on makes you feel negat-
ed or undesirable, there are dildo harnesses 
that strap on to your thigh, not your crotch, 
and could provide your husband with body-
to-body closeness during penetration while 
still leaving your vulva and clit accessible for 
digital stimulation. n

JOE NEWTON

mail@savagelove.net   
@fakedansavage on Twitter  

ITMFA.org

ON THE LOVECAST
Are people actually using dental 

dams? (Spoiler: No.):  
savagelovecast.com.

Strike a 
Live Match

Seattle  
206-753-CHAT (2428)

Tacoma 253-359-CHAT
Everett 425-405-CHAT

Vancouver, WA 360-314-CHAT
Vancouver, BC 604-343-3013

Victoria, BC 778-747-0269
Portland 503-222-CHAT

More Numbers on LiveMatch.com

8-9PM 
Always FREE to chat with VIP members 
 1on1, live group chatrooms, forums

All orientations welcome

Free
Chat Hour

mailto:mail@savagelove.net
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Free Will Astrology
BY ROB BREZSNY

September 11–17
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): Hi, I’m your sales representative 
for UnTherapy, a free program designed to provide healing strategies for 
people who are trying too hard. Forgive me for being blunt, but I think you 
could benefit from our services. I don’t have space here to reveal all the 
secrets of UnTherapy, but here’s an essential hint: Every now and then, the 
smartest way to outwit a problem is to stop worrying, leave it alone, and 
allow it to solve itself.

TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): People in Northeast India 
weave long, strong suspension bridges out of the living roots of fig trees. 
The structures can measure up to 150 feet and bear the weight of hundreds 
of people. In accordance with the astrological omens, let’s make these 
marvels your metaphors of power for the coming weeks. To stimulate your 
meditations, ask yourself the following questions. (1) How can you harness 
nature to help you to get where you need to go? (2) How might you trans-
form instinctual energy so that it better serves your practical needs? (3) How 
could you channel wildness so that it becomes eminently useful to you?

GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): If you climb to the top of Mount 
Everest, you’re standing on land that was once on the floor of a shallow 
tropical sea. Four-hundred-million-year-old fossils of marine life still abide 
there in the rock. Over the course of eons, through the magic of plate 
tectonics, that low, flat land got folded and pushed upward more than 
five miles. I suspect you Geminis will have the power to accomplish a less 
spectacular but still amazing transformation during the next 10 months. To 
get started, identify what you would like that transformation to be.

CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): In 1996, when Garry Kasparov 
was rated the world’s best chess player, he engaged in a series of matches 
with a chess-playing computer named Deep Blue. Early on in the first 
game, Deep Blue tried a move that confused Kasparov. Rattled, he began 
to wonder if the machine was smarter than him. Ultimately, his play suffered 
and he lost the game. Later it was revealed that Deep Blue’s puzzling move 
was the result of a bug in its code. I’ll encourage you to cultivate a benevo-
lent bug in your own code during the coming weeks, Cancerian. I bet it will 
be the key to you scoring a tricky victory.

LEO (JULY 23–AUG 22): American hero Harriet Tubman escaped 
slavery as a young woman. She ran away from the wealthy “master” who 
claimed to “own” her, and reached sanctuary. But rather than simply enjoy 
her freedom, she dedicated herself to liberating other slaves. Nineteen times 
she returned to enemy territory and risked her life, ultimately leading 300 
people out of hellish captivity. Later she served as a scout, spy, and nurse in 
the Union Army during the Civil War, where her actions saved another 700 
people. In 1874, the US Congress considered but then ultimately rejected 
a bill to pay her $2,000 for her numerous courageous acts. Don’t you dare 
be like Congress in the coming weeks, Leo. It’s crucial that you give tangible 
acknowledgment and practical rewards to those who have helped, guided, 
and supported you.

VIRGO (AUG 23–SEPT 22): Novelist Wallace Stegner wrote, 
“Some are born in their place, some find it, some realize after long searching 
that the place they left is the one they have been searching for.” I hope 
that in the last nine months, Virgo, you have resolved which of those three 
options is true for you. I also trust that you have been taking the necessary 
actions to claim and own that special place—to acknowledge it and treasure 
it as the power spot where you feel most at home in the world. If you have 
not yet fully finished what I’m describing here, do it now.

LIBRA (SEPT 23–OCT 22): Earth’s species are going extinct at 
a rate unmatched since the dinosaurs died out 65 million years ago. Among 
the creatures on the verge of being lost forever are birds like the cryptic 
treehunter and Spix’s macaw, as well as the northern white rhino and the 
vaquita, a type of porpoise. So why don’t we clone the last few individuals 
of those beleaguered species? Here are the answers. (1) Cloned animals 
typically aren’t healthy. (2) A species needs a sizable population to retain 
genetic diversity, so a few individuals aren’t sufficient. (3) Humans have 
decimated the homes of the threatened species, making it hard for them 
to thrive. Conclusion: Cloning is an inadequate stopgap action. Is there a 
better way to address the problem? Yes, by preserving the habitats of wild 
creatures. Inspired by this principle, Libra, I ask you to avoid trying halfway 
fixes for the dilemmas in your personal sphere. Summon full measures 
that can really work.

SCORPIO (OCT 23–NOV 21): Though patched together and 
incomplete, the 2,200-year-old marble sculpture known as the Winged 
Victory of Samothrace is prominently displayed at Paris’s Louvre Museum. It’s 
a glorious depiction of Nike, the winged goddess of victory, and is regarded 
as one of ancient Greece’s great masterpieces. For hundreds of years it 
was missing. Then in 1863, an archaeologist discovered it, although it was 
broken into more than a hundred pieces. Eventually it was rebuilt, and much 
of its beauty was resurrected. I see the coming weeks as a time when you, 
too, could recover the fragments of an old treasure and begin reassembling 
it to make a pretty good restoration.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22–DEC 21): “I’ve learned that I must 
find positive outlets for anger or it will destroy me,” said actor Sidney Poitier. 
That can be a dynamic meditation for you during the next three weeks. I 
think you will derive substantial power from putting it into action. If you’re 
ingenious and diligent about finding those positive outlets, your anger will 
generate constructive and transformative results.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22–JAN 19): In 1905, at the age of 30, 
Lucy Maud Montgomery wrote the novel Anne of Green Gables. It was 
a tale about an orphan girl growing up on Prince Edward Island. She sent 
the manuscript to several publishers, all of whom rejected it. Discouraged, 
she put it away in a hatbox and stored it in a closet. But two years later, her 
ambitions reignited when she reread the story. Again she mailed it to pro-
spective publishers, and this time one liked it enough to turn it into a book. It 
soon became a best seller. Since then, it has sold more than 50 million copies 
and been translated into 36 languages. I figure you Capricorns are at a point 
in your own unfolding that’s equivalent to where Montgomery was shortly 
before she rediscovered the manuscript she’d put away in the hatbox.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20–FEB 18): The Toxorhynchites are species 
of large mosquitoes that don’t buzz around our heads while we’re trying 
to sleep and will never bite our skin or suck our blood. In fact, they’re our 
benefactors. Their larvae feast on the larvae of the mosquitoes that are 
bothersome to us. In accordance with the astrological omens, I propose 
that you be alert for a metaphorically comparable influence in your own 
life: a helper or ally that might be in disguise or may just superficially seem 
to be like an adversary.

PISCES (FEB 19–MARCH 20): Audre Lorde identified herself 
as a writer, lesbian, librarian, mother, feminist, civil rights activist, and many 
other descriptors. But as ardent as she was in working for the political causes 
she was passionate about, she didn’t want to be pigeonholed in a single 
identity. One of her central teachings was to celebrate all the different parts 
of herself. “Only by learning to live in harmony with your contradictions can 
you keep it all afloat,” she testified. These approaches should be especially 
fun and extra meaningful for you in the coming weeks, Pisces. I encourage 
you to throw a big Unity Party for all the different people you are.

Homework: “We have been raised to fear the yes within ourselves, our deepest 
cravings,” wrote Audre Lorde. True for you? Tell at freewillastrology.com.

September 18–24
ARIES (MARCH 21–APRIL 19): We’re in the equinoctial 
season. During this pregnant pause, the sun seems to hover directly over 
the equator; the lengths of night and day are equal. For all of us, but es-
pecially for you, it’s a favorable phase to conjure and cultivate more sweet 
symmetry, calming balance, and healing harmony. In that spirit, I encourage 
you to temporarily suspend any rough, tough approaches you might have 
in regard to those themes. Resist the temptation to slam two opposites 
together simply to see what happens. Avoid engaging in the pseudo-fun of 
purging by day and bingeing by night. And don’t you dare get swept up in 
hating what you love or loving what you hate.

TAURUS (APRIL 20–MAY 20): “I’ll tell you what freedom is 
to me: No fear.” So said singer and activist Nina Simone. But it’s doubtful 
there ever came a time when she reached the perfect embodiment of that 
idyllic state. How can any of us empty out our anxiety so completely as to 
be utterly emancipated? It’s not possible. That’s the bad news, Taurus. The 
good news is that in the coming weeks you will have the potential to be as 
unafraid as you have ever been. For best results, try to ensure that love is 
your primary motivation in everything you do and say and think.

GEMINI (MAY 21–JUNE 20): Some things don’t change much. 
The beautiful marine animal species known as the pearly nautilus, which 
lives in the South Pacific, is mostly the same as it was 150 million years ago. 
Then there’s Fuggerei, a walled enclave within the German city of Augsburg. 
The rent is cheap, about one US dollar per year, and that fee hasn’t increased 
in almost 500 years. While I am in awe of these bastions of stability, and 
wish we had more such symbolic anchors, I advise you to head in a different 
direction. During the coming weeks, you’ll be wise to be a maestro of muta-
bility, a connoisseur of transformation, an adept of novelty.

CANCER (JUNE 21–JULY 22): Granny Smith apples are 
widely available. But before 1868, the tart, crispy, juicy fruit never existed 
on earth. Around that time, an Australian mother of eight named Maria 
Ann Smith threw the cores of French crab apples out her window while she 
was cooking. The seeds were fertilized by the pollen from a different and 
unknown species of apple, and a new variety was born: Granny Smith. I 
foresee the possibility of a metaphorically comparable event in your future: 
a lucky accident that weaves together two interesting threads into an even 
more interesting third thread.

LEO (JULY 23–AUG 22): “Every masterpiece is just dirt and ash 
put together in some perfect way,” writes storyteller Chuck Palahniuk, who 
has completed several novelistic masterpieces. According to my analysis 
of the astrological omens, you Leos have assembled much of the dirt and 
ash necessary to create your next masterpiece and are now ready to move 
on to the next phase. And what is that phase? Identifying the helpers and 
supporters you’ll need for the rest of the process.

VIRGO (AUG 23–SEPT 22): In 1959, a scandal erupted among 
Americans who loved to eat peanut butter. Studies revealed that manufac-
turers had added so much hydrogenated vegetable oil and glycerin to their 
product that only 75 percent of it could truly be called peanut butter. So 
began a long legal process to restore high standards. Finally there was a new 
law specifying that no company could sell a product called “peanut butter” 
unless it contained at least 90 percent peanuts. I hope this fight for purity 
inspires you to conduct a metaphorically comparable campaign. It’s time to 
ensure that all the important resources and influences in your life are at peak 
intensity and efficiency. Say NO to dilution and adulteration.

LIBRA (SEPT 23–OCT 22): In 1936, the city of Cleveland, 
Ohio, staged the Great Lakes Exposition, a 135-acre fair with thrill rides, art 
galleries, gardens, and sideshows. One of its fun features was The Golden 
Book of Cleveland, a 2.5-ton, 6,000-page text the size of a mattress. After 
the expo closed down, the “biggest book in the world” went missing. Years 
later, there were rumors that it was stored in a garage 2,000 miles away. 
But if it still exists today, no one knows where it is. I’m going to speculate 
that there’s a metaphorical version of The Golden Book of Cleveland in 
your life. You, too, have lost track of a major Something that would seem 
impossible to misplace. But here’s the good news: You’ll have a good chance 
of finding it.

SCORPIO (OCT 23–NOV 21): In 1990, the New Zealand gov-
ernment appointed educator, magician, and comedian Ian Brackenbury 
Channell to be the official wizard of New Zealand. His duties include pro-
tecting the government, blessing new enterprises, casting out evil spirits, 
upsetting fanatics, and cheering people up. The coming weeks will be an 
excellent time to find your personal equivalents of an inspirational force 
like that. There’s really no need to scrimp. According to my reading of 
the cosmic energies, you have license to be extravagant in getting what 
you need to thrive.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV 22–DEC 21): “Do silly things,” advised 
playwright Anton Chekhov. “Foolishness is a great deal more vital and 
healthy than our straining and striving after a meaningful life.” I think that’s 
a perspective worth adopting now and then. Most of us go through phases 
when we take things too seriously and too personally and too literally. Bouts 
of fun absurdity can be healing agents for that affliction. But now is NOT 
one of those times for you, in my opinion. Just the reverse is true, in fact. 
I encourage you to cultivate majestic moods and seek out awe-inspiring 
experiences and induce sublime perspectives. Your serious and noble quest 
for a meaningful life can be especially rewarding in the coming weeks.

CAPRICORN (DEC 22–JAN 19): Before comedian Jack Benny 
died in 1974, he arranged to have a florist deliver a single red rose to his 
wife every day for the rest of her life. She lived another nine years and re-
ceived more than 3,000 of these gifts. Even though you won’t die for many 
years, I think the coming weeks would be an excellent time to establish 
a comparable custom: a commitment to providing regular blessings to a 
person or persons for whom you care deeply. This bold decision would be in 
alignment with the astrological omens, which suggest that you can generate 
substantial benefits for yourself by being creative with your generosity.

AQUARIUS (JAN 20–FEB 18): Actress and author Ruby Dee 
formulated an unusual prayer. “God,” she wrote, “make me so uncom-
fortable that I will do the very thing I fear.” As you might imagine, she was 
a brave activist who risked her reputation and career working for the civil 
rights movement and other idealistic causes. I think her exceptional request 
to a Higher Power makes good sense for you right now. You’re in a phase 
when you can generate practical blessings by doing the very things that 
intimidate you or make you nervous. And maybe the best way to motivate 
and mobilize yourself is by getting at least a bit flustered or unsettled.

PISCES (FEB 19–MARCH 20): Syndicated cartoon strip Calvin 
and Hobbes appeared for 10 years in 2,400 newspapers in 50 countries. It 
wielded a sizable cultural influence. For example, in 1992, 6-year-old Calvin 
decided the “big bang” was a boring term for how the universe began, and 
instead proposed we call it the “Horrendous Space Kablooie.” A number 
of real scientists subsequently adopted Calvin’s innovation, and it has been 
invoked playfully but seriously in university courses and textbooks. In that 
spirit, I encourage you to give fun new names to anything and everything 
you feel like spicing up. You now have substantial power to reshape and 
revamp the components of your world. It’s Identify-Shifting Time.

Homework: Say these words in front of a mirror: “It’s bad luck to be super-
stitious.” Testify at freewillastrology.com.
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Art

COURTESY OF ARTIST

I
f you’ve walked around First Hill re-
cently, you’ve probably seen Dylan 
Neuwirth’s fantastically colorful neon 
sculpture on the corner of Broadway 
and Marion Street. It’s the first installa-

tion at Museum of Museums (MoM), a new 
contemporary art space created by artist/
curator Greg Lundgren and Vital 5 Produc-
tions. MoM, which is expected to soft open 
around October, will host gallery spaces 
and exhibits, as well as a “miniature muse-
um” created by sculptor Jennifer McNeely, 
among other artsy things.

While we wait, things keep popping up all 
around the building. A few weeks ago, painter 
Nikita Ares was working on transforming 
MoM’s front door into one of her bright, 
ecstatic paintings. We caught up with Ares 
while she painted.

Are there colors that vibrate for you 
more than others?

Definitely light yellow. I always want to 
amplify things. Light yellow really does the 
trick.

Do you ever think the colors have a 
heat to them?

YEAH! Yeah yeah yeah. In a way, I’m tell-
ing a story based on a color or a form. [The 
colors] start to support each other the more 
I go into it.

The colors start to make a scene, like 
in a movie. But you’re not planning out 
scenes in advance, are you?

No. There was one painting where I based 
it on watching Moonlight. And I was just like: 
“Wow, I’m crying. Whoa, this is cool!”

Moonlight has a lot of purples.
I LOATHE PURPLE.

Why do you loathe purple?!
It just doesn’t respond to me as much. I’m 

just like [to purple]: “What do you want?! 
What are you doing here?! Why do you exist?! 
What’s up?! What’s good?! Get out!!”

Is there anything you want people to 
feel when they come through this door?

Some sort of high energy. Like… [stretch-
ing out her arms and gesturing to imaginary 
guests] “You are welcome!” [Laughing] I 
want openness. Like, come in. All kinds of 
forms are welcome. All kinds of colors are 
welcome.

Even purple?
I GUESS.

How would you describe Seattle’s 
color palette?

A gray-blue. Maybe even a gray-purple. 
Like a neutral… purple.

My roommate is obsessed with the 
color purple, and he was born and 
raised in Wallingford.

I guess I’m right!

Are you trying to break up Seattle’s 
color?

In a way. I’m an immigrant, and I’ve been 
here for only about five years. I came from 
the Philippines—there, it’s tropical, color-
ful, fun, always loud. So I am subconsciously 
bringing this to Seattle. I’m bringing this en-
ergy that I always grew up with.

Is there anything in Seattle that you 
wish you could paint?

I really, really, really want to paint one of 
those Sodo walls. The really big ones? I want 
it so bad! Soon! Hopefully. ■

Seattle Needs More Color
Enough with the gray. Can Nikita Ares repaint our city?

BY CHASE BURNS

Top Picks
THURS SEPT 12

Colleen Louise Barry:  
‘The Trophy Room’
In The Trophy Room, artist-writer-poet Colleen 
Louise Barry will be creating an ephemeral, 
immersive, site-specific installation inside the 
Factory made out of papier-mâché. I’ve seen the 
Instagram stories about the practice installs, and 
they’re wild. Expect bright colors and smiley faces. 
In this space, a visitor can feel like “a winner AND 
a loser living in an absurd reality.” There will be 
80 trophies placed around the room; each one is 

paired with a line from a poem. You can even take 
one of the text-sculptures home—imagine that. 
(The Factory, 6–10 pm, free.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

‘The End of Mall Things’
God, I love the mall. Well, love is a strong word—I 
am very familiar with the mall. Being from suburbia, 
malls were one of the first places I experienced 
freedom. My mom would drop me off at Bellevue 
Square so I could smear things on my eyelids at 
Sephora with my friends. Looking back, I think we 
were just learning how to consume. Expect music 
from local artists, drag, interactive and visual art, a 
mini-market, a photo booth, and a cocktail bar at 
this festival/art show/variety night that celebrates a 
place that almost always has an Auntie Anne’s. (Fred 
Wildlife Refuge, 6–10 pm, free.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

Nikita Ares painting the door at MoM, a First Hill art space that opens in October.
ANTHONY KEO

Colleen Louise Barry
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SAT SEPT 14

Elaine Lin: ‘I Still Love You
Los Angeles, Volume 1’
I’m writing this en route to Los Angeles. I realize LA 
is a city that can suck you up and suck you dry, 
but there’s something about it! Is it the hills? The 
glittery people? The bone-dry heat? The vanity of 
it all? What an onion! Paper Press Punch’s 2019 
Master Roll Resident Elaine Lin has been mulling 
over the same thing, but from a different perspec-
tive. After a summer in PPP’s risograph print shop, 
Lin will be presenting a comic and series of prints 
she/they created about the “anxiety and weird 
cultural oddities of moving from Seattle to LA for 
three months.” (Paper Press Punch, 6–9 pm, free.) 
JASMYNE KEIMIG

WED SEPT 25

BIG MOOD: A Night of Fat Fashion
The sun setting behind the Olympic Mountains as 
the sky turns a sherbet orange? Big mood. That 
photo of Diana Ross eating a rib while dressed in a 
silk slip? Big mood. An event centered on fat people 
and fat fashion, hosted by Stranger music calendar 
editor Kim Selling and Indian Summer’s Adria 
Garcia, the brains behind events like More Fats 
More Femmes? Big mood! A night of performances, 
live music, a pop-up market, talks, and a style show 
with vendors like TomboyX and Universal Stan-
dard? BIG. FUCKIN’. MOOD. (Museum of History & 
Industry (MOHAI), 6–9 pm, $10.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

Early Warnings
MONET, RENOIR, DEGAS, AND THEIR CIRCLE: FRENCH IMPRESSIONISM AND THE NORTHWEST Tacoma 
Art Museum, opening Sat Sept 28, $18

RICHARD MARQUIS: KEEPERS Museum of Glass, Sept 28–Nov 29, $17

MARIA PHILLIPS: HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT Bellevue Arts Museum, Oct 4–March 8, $15

ROBERT WILLIAMS: THE FATHER OF EXPONENTIAL IMAGINATION Bellevue Arts Museum, Oct 4–March 8, $15

MUSEUMS

Cecilia Vicuña: About
to Happen
Henry Art Gallery, Wed–
Sun, $10, through Sept 15

L. A. Ring: On the
Edge of the World
Nordic Museum, Sept 14–
Jan 19, Tues–Sun, $15

Oscar Tuazon: 
Collaborator
Bellevue Arts Museum, 
Wed–Sun, $15, through 
Sept 15

Pierre Leguillon:
Arbus Bonus
Frye Art Museum, Sept 
21–Jan 5, Tues–Sun, free

Unsettling Femininity: 
Selections from the Frye
Art Museum Collection
Frye Art Museum, Sept 21–
Aug 23, Tues–Sun, free

Worlds Beyond Here: 
The Expanding Universe 
of APA Science Fiction
Wing Luke Museum, 
Tues–Sun, $17, through 
Sept 15

GALLERIES

The Eyes Have It
studio e, Thurs–Sat, 1–6 pm,
free, through Sept 15

Girlfriends of the
Guerrilla Girls
Center on Contemporary 
Art (CoCA), Thurs–Sat, 
free, through Sept 21

Hayden Stern:
Trans Tarot
Push/Pull, Sept 19–Oct 15, 
daily, free

Mary Ann Peters: traveler
James Harris Gallery, 
Sept 14–Oct 26, Wed–Sat, 
free

Specswizard and 
Keef Cross
Push/Pull, daily, free, 
through Sept 18

Xenobia Bailey, Henry 
Jackson-Spieker, Marita
Dingus, Nastassja 
Swift: Installations
Wa Na Wari, Thurs–Sun, 
free, through Sept 22

ART EVENTS

Capitol Hill Art Walk
Capitol Hill, Thurs Sept 12, 
5–8 pm, free

Georgetown Art Attack
Georgetown, Sat Sept 14, 
6–9 pm, free

Luminata
Green Lake Park, Sat 
Sept 21, 6–10 pm, free

Museum Day
Everywhere, Sat Sept 
21, free

Scream for Queer Art!
Scream Seattle, Thurs 
Sept 12, 6–10 pm, free

Sow Queer: Artist in 
Residence Showcase
Town Hall, Thurs Sept 12, 
6 pm, free

TUF Art Collective 
Takeover
Town Hall, Sat Sept 21, 
4–11 pm, $10

Short 
List

JAZZLYN STONE

BIG MOOD:
A Night of Fat Fashion

Spiritual Adviser

Love Specialist 

Helps with 
All Problems

Complimentary Reading
 Call 216.298.3702

Languishing 
in career, 
creativity, life?

Transform your 
dreams into action.

Get a free 
30-minute life-
coaching session.
Find out from a 
board certified 
coach how 
professional 
coaching can 
help you.

Visit www.flourishingself.com 
or call Ross Dworman at 
708-228-1485

http://www.flourishingself.com
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A
ll her life, Anaia had dreams about 
her mother burning in a fire. It was 
the same fire that burned up her 
family home, and that disfigured 
her face and the body of her twin 

sister, Racine. When the twins reconnect 
with their estranged mother, whom they 
call She (and also God), they learn Anaia’s 
dreams are actually memories, and that the 
fire was no accident.

Their father, whose 
name is Man, deliberately 
lit She and the children on 
fire. Now on her deathbed, 

She has one request of her daughters: Kill Man 
and everyone around him.

The audience learns all of this informa-
tion in the first 10 minutes of Is God Is, a new 
play by Aleshea Harris put on by Washing-
ton Ensemble Theatre at 12th Avenue Arts 
through September 23. The next 80 minutes 
of the show are a funny, bloody, twisty (but 
kind of predictable) revenge play that’s tons 
of fun to watch.

Tapping into the resurgent black yeehaw 
aesthetic, Lex Marcos’s set combines ele-
ments of Afropunk and spaghetti westerns. 
Think lots of camouflage, chiaroscuro light-
ing, and a neon-red cowboy suit. Form reflects 
content here in that all the players are black—
ditto the playwright and the director—and the 
narrative is an over-the-top western.

The wry humor mixed with hyper- 
violence recalls several of Quentin Taran-
tino’s films, which themselves recall 1970s 
blaxploitation films. And Harris’s references 
to acts of revenge in Shakespeare seem to 
number in the millions. Hamlet is in here, 
The Tempest is in here, and at one point, one 

of the twins almost exactly echoes Romeo’s 
line to Tybalt in Act III, shortly after the 
death of Mercutio, saying, “Either you, or I, 
or both of us must go with him.”

Judging by the first few minutes of the 
show, I thought the whole play was going 
to be as linguistically rich as Shakespeare, 
too. She describes the children as “giggling 
like they got the sun in they mouth,” a vi-
sually stunning image with an impeccable 
rhythm. But halfway through the show, 
Harris mostly abandons lyricism for spo-
ken subtext, allowing the less compelling 
aspects of the genres she references to take 

over the language.
As with all allusions, the references spar-

kle for those who catch them, but they also 
reinforce the idea that revenge (especially 
revenge enacted on the patriarchy) is a tale 
as old as time. And while Harris doesn’t ulti-
mately advocate for the killing of all bad men 
and their allies—the play is more complex 
than that—she does have a lot of fun enter-
taining the idea.

Though they spend a lot of time commit-
ting extreme acts of violence against one 
another, the performers are clearly having a 
lot of fun, too. Kamaria Hallums-Harris and 

Maya Burton, who play Racine and Anaia, 
respectively, have great chemistry. Watching 
them both go off on the other characters is a 
source of pure joy, as is watching them care 
for one another in the show’s few moments 
of relative peace. Tré Scott, who plays a mi-
nor character named Scotch, steals every 
scene he is in. And Brace Evans, who does 
double duty as the father and a bumbling side 
character named Chuck Hall, is perfectly evil 
and conniving in the former role and won-
derfully aloof in the latter role, which shows 
impressive range.

All in all, 8/10, would recommend. ■

Death to Daddy
WET’s bloody funny production of Is God Is.

BY RICH SMITH

Top Picks
SEPT 13–15 & 18–21

Choreographic Shindig V
Whim W’Him kicks off their fall season the way 
they have for the last four years—with a sort of 
opposite day where dancers choose the cho-
reographer with whom they want to work. This 
year, we’ve got Montreal-based Kyra Jean Green, 
who directs Trip the Light Fantastic, a group that 
seeks to “uncover the truth beneath the surface of 
human perception” through dance. Sam Houston 
State University assistant professor of dance 
Joshua Manculich and Yoshito Sakuraba, who 
runs Abarukas dance company, will also work 
with Whim W’Him’s dancers to create brand-new 
works of contemporary dance and structured 

improv. (Erickson Theatre Off Broadway, 8 pm, 
$35/$60.) RICH SMITH

SEPT 19–22

Ligia Lewis: ‘Water Will 
(in Melody)’
Witness the final act of a triptych from Ligia Lewis, 
a Dominican American choreographer based in 

Germany who earlier this year impressed the 
hell out of Seattle with the first two parts of 
that triptych, Sorrow Swag and minor matter. 
A reviewer for Bachtrack called Water Will (in 
Melody) “a gory fairy tale on human behaviors 
gone wild,” and that’s what all the press videos 
look like. Dancers, covered in black or clear vinyl, 
strewn across the floor like broken puppets and 
talking like records played backward, all while 
lighting tricks make them disappear and reappear. 
This is about as goth as contemporary dance gets. 
(On the Boards, $10–$75.) RICH SMITH

FRI SEPT 20

Brian Posehn
A giant nerd (he’s six foot seven), comedian Brian 
Posehn is obsessed with Star Wars—but just the 
first three movies, bro. Nevertheless, he’s still 
worth checking out. Aside from wringing much 
humor from that pop-culture institution, Posehn is 

a master of the self-deprecating anecdote, using 
his huge body as a fertile source of gross, hilarious 
bits. “I’ve taken care of myself like I thought I was 
gonna get a new body,” he confesses. “I’ve treated 
my body like it’s a shitty motel room at spring 
break.” An accomplished character actor, Posehn 
can also extract quality comedy out of heavy 
metal, going so far as to record the Live In: Nerd 
Rage album, which includes “Metal by Numbers,” 
a witty demystification of this overly serious 
musical genre. At one point, Posehn grunts, “Here’s 
the part that sounds like the singer wants to fight,” 
which is LOL-worthy. (Neptune Theatre, 8 pm, 
$24.) DAVE SEGAL

SEPT 20–21

Randy Ford: ‘Queen Street’
I really liked the way Crystal Paul at the Seattle 
Times described Randy Ford’s onstage appeal. 
“Everything about Randy Ford is striking—the sharp 

MARIA BARANOVA

Racine (Kamaria Hallums-Harris) and Anaia (Maya Burton) set out to kill their father.
CHRIS BENNION

IS GOD IS
12th Avenue Arts
Through Sept 23
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angles of her face, the largeness of her laughter, 
the grace and unpredictability of her movements 
when she dances,” she wrote in a recent profile of 
black, queer artists. “Unpredictability” is exactly 
right. You have no idea what Ford will do next 
onstage, and so your eyes stay glued on her. 
Queen Street will show off Ford’s dancing and 
choreographic skills in a new show that will give 
audiences “a peek inside the physical, mental, and 
spiritual transitions” of its trans, nonbinary, and 
gender-nonconforming dancers. (Langston Hughes 
Performing Arts Institute, $10/$20.) RICH SMITH

SEPT 20–OCT 26

‘Indecent’
When Sholem Asch’s searing critique of Orthodox 
Judaism, God of Vengeance, debuted on Broad-
way in 1923, the entire cast was arrested and 
tried for obscenity. They were tried not only be-

cause of the play’s lesbian kiss—which, for some 
reason, didn’t disturb the delicate sensibilities of 
Europeans, who praised the piece for years before 
it was translated into English—but also because 
of the rising anti-Semitic and anti-immigrant 
sentiment in America. Though it was the “roaring 
twenties,” it was also a time when conspiracy 
theories about Jews controlling the world through 
theater and banking were peaking. Paula Vogel’s 
Tony Award–winning play dramatizes the history 
of this show. In a recent interview, the playwright 
called it “a love letter to theater, a love letter to 
Yiddish culture, and a plea to every audience 
member who sees it: Please, please partake in the 
arts. The arts will see us through to our last days 
on earth.” (Seattle Repertory Theatre, $17–$82.) 
RICH SMITH

Early Warnings
CHERDONNA’S BIRTH-O-RAMA Re-bar, Sept 26–29, $20

DEMETRI MARTIN: WANDERING MIND TOUR Paramount Theatre, Fri Sept 27, 8 pm, $36/$136

CARMINA BURANA + AGON McCaw Hall, Sept 27–28 & Oct 3–6, $30–$190

POD TOURS AMERICA Paramount Theatre, Sun Sept 29, 8 pm, $240

ZOMBIE CHEERLEADERS FROM HELL Can Can, Oct 2–Nov 3, $40+

BEWARE THE TERROR OF GAYLORD MANOR ACT Theatre, Oct 3–Nov 2, $42–$82

Ascend Ascend: 
A Poetic Performance
All Pilgrims Church, 
Fri Sept 20, 7:30 pm, 
$19/$45

Be Kind, Rewind: 
Starrbooty
Timbre Room, Wed 
Sept 25, 7:30 pm, $7/$10

Blood Water Paint
12th Avenue Arts, Wed–
Sun, $5–$30, through 
Oct 6

Bulrusher
Jones Playhouse, $20–
$150, through Sept 14

Charity Comedy Show: 
RAICES
Laughs Comedy Club, 
Thurs Sept 12, 8 pm, $15

Criminal
Neptune Theatre, Sept 23– 
24, 8 pm, $29

Eric Andre: Legalize 
Everything Tour
Moore Theatre, Sat 
Sept 21, 8 pm, $33–$209

Everything Is 
Illuminated
Book-It Repertory Theatre, 
$20–$50, through Oct 6

Indy Jones and the 
Raiders of the Lost 
Temple of the Doomed 
Ark
Seattle Public Theater, 
Thurs–Sun, $26/$32, 
through Sept 28

Jordan Rock
Laughs Comedy Club, 
Sept 20–21, 8 pm, 10 pm, 
$15/$20

Minority Retort with 
Roxxy Haze
Jai Thai, Sat Sept 14, 9 pm

People of the Book
ACT Theatre, $27–$47, 
through Sept 29

Risk!
Fremont Abbey Arts 
Center, Thurs Sept 19,  
8 pm, $25/$30

RuPaul’s Drag Race: 
Werq The World Tour 
2019
Paramount Theatre, Wed 
Sept 25, 8 pm, $52–$62

SketchFest Seattle 
2019
Unexpected Productions’ 
Market Theater, Thurs–
Sat, $15/$30, through 
Sept 14

We Go Mad
18th & Union, Sept 20–Oct 
5, Thurs–Sun, 7:30 pm, 
$15–$28

Short 
List

KAT YOUNG DESIGNS

Randy Ford: Queen Street
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B
ecause we live in the Unit-
ed States, the psycholog-
ical dimensions of John 
Englehardt’s debut novel, 
Bloomland, are familiar.

In a small Arkansas college 
town, a weirdo white guy with psy-

chological issues 
steals his room-
mate’s semiau-
tomatic rifle, 
walks into the 
school library, 

and murders 12 people.
In high-quality, almost incan-

tatory literary prose, Englehardt’s 
narrator examines the lives of the 
killer, the victims, the bereaved, 
the town, and himself in an at-
tempt to find honest answers to 
frustratingly routine questions: 
Why did this shooting happen? 
Who is responsible? And what 
happens next?

Englehardt’s book stands out 
among many in this genre for its 
use of the second person. I can-
not stand the second person—truly cannot 
stand it—mostly because of the difference 
between what I’m doing and what the nar-
rator suggests I’m doing. For example: In the 
second person, a narrator might say, “You’re 
walking down the street. You see a hot dog 
stand. You walk up to the hot dog stand and 
ask for foot-long, no mustard.”

But I’m not doing any of that. I’m sitting 
here reading. I’m trying to slip into a world 
or mind. I like mustard on my hot dog, and I 
dislike an author trying to force me to walk 

a block in his character’s idiotic slippers as 
a shortcut to earning my sympathy and at-
tention. It’s a violation.

However, Englehardt’s use of the per-
spective in this book evades my scorn, 
mostly because it does a lot of work.

Englehardt tells the story from the 
perspective of Dr. Bressinger, an adjunct 
writing professor who briefly taught the 
shooter in class. It’s Bressinger who uses 
the second person. He’s the one pretending 
to know what’s inside the head of the 

student who picks up the Chinese SKS as if 
he were the killer, or the other student who 
runs through the snow in his pajamas to see 

if his girlfriend has been shot.
In this way the book is not 

“about” the shooting so much as 
it is “about” the fraught process of 
using empathy as a tool to discover 
the motivations of characters and 
to gain wisdom from events. The 
move not only cleverly reflects the 
reader’s position, but ultimately 
embodies in a literary technique 
the primary concern of the novel, 
which is, more or less, that any one 
of us—with the right cocktail of 
unexamined grief, psychological 
instability, misogyny, and easy 
access to guns—could be the 
shooter.

Aside from landing that literary 
trick, Englehardt finds surpris-
ing details in this tragically typ-
ical narrative. He describes first 
responders noticing cell phones 
ringing all at once in the pockets 
of the dead—friends and family 
members calling to see if their 
loved one is okay. He describes a 
huge shed full of donated teddy 

bears, a pretty big waste-management is-
sue and a poignant symbol of the disconnect 
between the response to gun violence and 
the actual needs of the bereaved.

There is very little—if any—humor in the 
book. So the only thing to balance out the so-
lemnity of Englehardt’s enterprise is a kind 
of enduring sweetness, a nervous curiosity, 
and a keen eye for describing Arkansas in 
ways that make the place sound kind of nice 
actually, all of which make the book worth 
a read. ■

Second-Person Shooter
In Bloomland, Seattle novelist John Englehardt examines 

the impacts of a shooting.
BY RICH SMITH

Top Picks
FRI SEPT 13

Marilynne Robinson: 
‘What Are We Doing Here?’
Whether she’s writing fragmented fiction (read 
Gilead!) or incisive essays, Marilynne Robinson’s 
sentences hit with the weight of a proverb. Plain 
descriptions of everyday objects read as visions 
from an oracle. And even though I’m so bored with 
writers who continue to search for ways to “deepen 
the mystery” in religious texts, I can never get bored 
of Robinson’s writing. In her new book of essays, 
she looks at our current political moment through 
Ralph Waldo Emerson’s transcendentalist lens and 
Alexis de Tocqueville’s critiques of democracy, 
and offers a prescription for many of our social ills. 
(Town Hall, 7:30 pm, $5.) RICH SMITH

SAT SEPT 14

Ibram X. Kendi: ‘How to Be 
an Antiracist’
Historian and American University professor Ibram 
X. Kendi, who wrote the National Book Award–win-
ning history Stamped from the Beginning, is out 
with a new (and slightly shorter) work that helpfully 
draws the distinction between being “not racist” and 
“antiracist.” Since the phrase has been co-opted by 
many groups to serve many different ends, merely 
claiming you’re “not racist” has become meaningless. 
Saying you’re antiracist means you’re actively trying 
to repair the wounds of racist policy and prevent any 
more damage from being done. Kendi will elaborate 
more on this distinction in his talk, drawing on newly 
unearthed moments in American history to illustrate 
the point. Local writer Ijeoma Oluo, author of So You 
Want to Talk About Race, will moderate. (Town Hall, 
7:30 pm, $5 (sold out).) RICH SMITH

FRI SEPT 20

‘Indelible in the Hippocampus: 
Writings from the #MeToo 
Movement’
This new anthology from McSweeney’s takes its 
title from one of the more powerful moments of 
Dr. Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony before the 
Senate Judiciary Committee last year. “Indelible 
in the hippocampus is laughter,” she said, 
recalling the time Supreme Court justice Brett 
Kavanaugh and another boy allegedly sexually 
assaulted her, laughing as they did so. Local 
writers Kamari Bright, Jalayna Carter, Sasha 
LaPointe, and Kristen Millares Young, plus editor 
Shelly Oria, will celebrate this collection of writ-
ing on the #MeToo movement, which includes 
fiction, essays, and poetry. I’ve only read one of 
Young’s essays on the topic, and I remember it 

JOHN 
ENGLEHARDT
Thurs Sept 12, 
Elliott Bay Book 
Company, 7 pm, 
free

JEFF WATTS

Englehardt draws out surprising details in this tragically typical narrative.
PHOTO BY KATHARINE TOOMBS 

A weirdo white guy 
steals a gun, walks 
into a library, and 

murders 12 people.
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knocking me flat. So bring a helmet to this one. 
(Hugo House, 7 pm, free.) RICH SMITH

TUES SEPT 24

Naomi Klein: ‘The (Burning) 
Case for a Green New Deal’
Naomi Klein, author of The Shock Doctrine and This 
Changes Everything, isn’t exactly the most uplifting 
of public thinkers, but it makes sense: Her primary 
subjects are capitalism and climate change. Her new 
work, On Fire: The (Burning) Case for a Green New 
Deal, takes a slightly more optimistic view, arguing 
that the United States can and should enact the 
Green New Deal, a nationwide project that could, 
if done right, rebuild our crumbling infrastructure 
while also ending our reliance on fossil fuels. Klein, 
like many proponents of the GND, has tied this 
movement to a divorce with capitalism. And while 
this might not play well in Congress, I have a feeling 
she’ll find a sympathetic audience in Seattle. (Town 
Hall, 7:30 pm, $5.) KATIE HERZOG

WED SEPT 25

Jonathan Safran Foer: ‘Saving 
the Planet Begins at Breakfast’
Listen, we can’t be eating breakfast sausages any-
more. We can’t be eating lunch sausages or dinner 
sausages or dessert sausages for that matter, 
either. I’m sorry. But we lost that privilege when 
we decided we wanted to turn the earth into one 
giant concentrated animal feeding operation. Or at 
least that’s what Jonathan Safran Foer, author of 
Everything Is Illuminated (totally great) and Eating 
Animals (very good), is here to argue in his brand-
new book, We Are the Weather: Saving the Planet 
Begins at Breakfast. Show up to this reading at 
Town Hall and learn how to save the planet by not 
literally succumbing to every desire you’ve ever 
had for once in your life. (Town Hall, 7:30 pm, $5.) 
RICH SMITH

Early Warnings
AKILAH HUGHES: OBVIOUSLY Third Place Books Lake Forest Park, Sun Sept 29, 6 pm, $18

IJEOMA OLUO: ‘SO YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT RACE’ WITH CHARLES MUDEDE Town Hall, Wed Oct 2, 
7:30 pm, $5

ALICE HOFFMAN: THE WORLD THAT WE KNEW Third Place Books Lake Forest Park, Thurs Oct 3, 7 pm, $28

SEATTLE URBAN BOOK EXPO Northwest African American Museum, Sat Oct 5, 12–5 pm, $125

PATTI SMITH Benaroya Hall, Sun Oct 6, 7:30 pm, $42/$57

Amitav Ghosh: Gun 
Island—A Novel
Town Hall, Thurs Sept 19, 
7:30 pm, $5

The Body Lives Its 
Undoing
Town Hall, Wed Sept 18, 
7 pm, $5

Gina Rippon: The Myth 
of the Gendered Brain
Town Hall, Fri Sept 20, 
7:30 pm, $5

Language as a Way of 
Knowing: Scott Cairns, 
Jennifer Maier & 
Mischa Willett
Hugo House, Thurs 
Sept 12, 7 pm, free

Leta Hong Fincher: 
China’s Feminist 
Awakening
Town Hall, Sun Sept 22, 
7:30 pm, $5

Malcolm Gladwell
Benaroya Hall, Mon  
Sept 23, 7:30 pm, 
$20/$35 (sold out)

Michael Cunningham: 
The Problem Is Never 
the Plot
Hugo House, Thurs  
Sept 19, 7 pm, $15/$30

Naomi Shihab Nye
Town Hall, Thurs Sept 19, 
7:30 pm, $20–$80

Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz: 
An Indigenous Peoples’ 
History of the United 
States for Young People
Third Place Books Seward 
Park, Thurs Sept 12, 7 pm, 
free

Surreal Storytelling 
with Strange Women: 
One Year Anniversary
Vermillion, Fri Sept 20,  
7 pm, $10

Thursdays with KUOW
University Book Store, 
Thurs Sept 12, 6:30 pm, 
free

Tracy Chevalier: A 
Single Thread
Third Place Books Lake 
Forest Park, Thurs Sept 19, 
7 pm, free

Short 
List

JEFF MERMELSTEIN

Jonathan Safran Foer

ROXANNE DUNBAR-ORTIZ
September 11, 7:30pm, $5
The Great Hall at Town Hall
Dunbar-Ortiz is joined on 
stage by Nikkita Oliver to 
discuss an indigenous peoples’ 
history of the United States.

MARILYNNE ROBINSON
September 13, 7:30pm, $5
The Great Hall at Town Hall
The Pulitzer Prize-winning 
author of Gilead discusses our 
modern political climate and 
the mysteries of faith.

JUNE DIANE RAPHAEL
September 15, 3pm, $5–$25
The Great Hall at Town Hall
Raphael is joined by Seattle 
Mayor Jenny Durkin to discuss 
a women’s guide to running 
for office.

SAMANTHA POWER
September 16, 7:30pm, $5–$35
The Great Hall at Town Hall
The U.S. Ambassador to the 
United Nations looks back 
on her life. 

BRAD SMITH
September 20, 7:30pm, $5
The Great Hall at Town Hall
Microsoft President Brad 
Smith looks at the promise 
and peril of the digital age.

YOU HAD ME AT CELLO
September 22, 7:30pm, $15–$20
The Great Hall at Town Hall
Town Music artistic director 
Joshua Roman presents a 
concert with four talented 
Seattle Symphony cellists.

TOWNHALLSEATTLE.ORG

Town
Hall’s

MonthLong

Sept.
2—29

House
warming

2019

Mid City Builders will be constructing 
a 23-unit apartment in the Fremont 

neighborhood.  All community members 
are welcomed to attend a guided 

site walk of the property on 
105 NW 39th St.  This event will take 

place Sept. 19, 2019 from 6 – 7pm. 

Please visit 39th.seattleoutreach.com 
and the City of Seattle Department 

of Neighborhood’s blog for 
more information.
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THIRD PLACE BOOKS SEWARD PARK 
5041 Wilson Ave S. • (206) 474-2200

Thursday, September 19 at 7pm

PAM GROSSMAN 

Host of The Witch Wave podcast 

and author of Waking the Witch: 

Reflections on Women, Magic, 

and Power
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SHOWBOXPRESENTS.COM

JOSEPH
WITH DEEP SEA DIVER

TRAVIS 
THOMPSON
WITH ADÉ, NYLES DAVIS

KOAN SOUND 
+ HAYWYRE

BILLY 
STRINGS

SEPTEMBER 13 |  9:00PM SEPTEMBER 20 – 9:00PM SEPTEMBER 21 – 9:00PM SEPTEMBER 28  | 9:00PM

SABRINA 
CLAUDIO

COMMON KINGS
WITH LANDON MCNAMARA, 

ELI MAC

STE VE 
L ACY

MUMIY 
TROLL

OCTOBER 3 | 8:00PM OCTOBER 20 – 8:00PM OCTOBER 21 – 8:30PM OCTOBER 27 – 8:30PM

TIFFANY 
YOUNG CAT POWER

WITH ZSELA BERNER THE AQUABATS! 
WITH PPL MVR

OCTOBER 29 – 8:00PM OCTOBER 30 – 8:30PM NOVEMBER 3 – 8:00PM NOVEMBER 7 – 7:30PM

TOBE NWIGWE OUR LAST NIGHT
WITH I SEE STARS,  

THE WORD ALIVE, ASHLAND

ELEPHANTE 
WITH PLS&TY

NOAH 
GUNDERSEN 

WITH SCOTT RUTH

NOVEMBER 10 – 8:00PM NOVEMBER 13 – 7:45PM NOVEMBER 15 – 9:00PM NOVEMBER 16 – 9:00PM

K.FLAY
WITH HOUSES, YOUR SMITH

RIOT TEN
WITH GG MAGREE, VAMPA, 

WALTER WILDE, SHARPS, CIDI

CLAIRO
WITH BEABADOOBEE, 

HELLO YELLO

HOBO JOHNSON & 
THE LOVEMAKERS 

WITH MOM JEANS. 

SEPTEMBER 11 – 9:00PM OCTOBER 4 – 8:15PM OCTOBER 8 | 7:45PM OCTOBER 9 – 8:00PM

SUM 41
WITH THE AMITY AFFLICTION, 

THE PLOT IN YOU
YELAWOLF GWAR

WITH SACRED REICH,  
TOXIC HOLOCAUST,  
AGAINST THE GRAIN

GHOSTEMANE
WITH HARM’S WAY, HORUS 

THE ASTRONEER, PARV0

OCTOBER 13 – 7:00PM OCTOBER 16 – 8:00PM OCTOBER 21 – 7:30PM OCTOBER 26 – 7:00PM

MATT AND KIM
WITH SWMRS

BISHOP BRIGGS
WITH MIYA FOLICK,  

JAX ANDERSON

GRAMATIK
WITH THE LIBRARIAN, 

BALKAN BUMP

CHON + BETWEEN 
THE BURIED AND ME

WITH INTERVALS

NOVEMBER 2 – 8:00PM NOVEMBER 6 – 8:00PM NOVEMBER 8 – 9:00PM NOVEMBER 13 – 7:00PM

BABYMETAL
WITH THE HU

GRIZ BROCKHAMPTON KEVIN GATES
WITH YK OSIRIS, NLE CHOPPA, 

ROD WAVE, SDOT FRESH

OCTOBER 16 – PARAMOUNT THEATRE OCTOBER 17 – PARAMOUNT THEATRE OCTOBER 27 – WAMU THEATER NOVEMBER 30 – WAMU THEATER

THE

SCOTTY SIRE
WITH TODDY SMITH 

feat. BRUCE WIEGNER 
& CHRIS BLOOM
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L
ife on Mars’s four owners 
mainly regard their new 
business as a bar. But what 
makes the Capitol Hill spot 
stand out from the rest of 

Seattle’s hundreds of watering holes 
are its formidable wall of records 
and its plant-based menu. It’s a 
paradise for vinyl-loving vegans—
and also not a bad place for those 
not obsessed with analog musical 
formats and eco-conscious eating.

Run by two Seattle power couples—
Amy and John Richards (KEXP DJ/
associate program director), and 

Leigh Sims and Ste-
ven Severin (Neumos 
co-owner)—Life on 
Mars opened in June, 

and business has been exceeding ex-
pectations, according to Severin and 
Sims. They renovated the space—
which formerly housed 95 Slide and 
War Room, among other notable 
venues—while trying to retain what 
Severin calls the “histories and soul 
that are built into the place.” LOM’s 
subtle amber glow and comfortable 
vibe encourage you to linger and geek 
out about music while imbibing and chowing.

Being attuned to music as they are, LOM’s 
principals appointed the room with sound 
paneling, so that conversations can occur 
without shouting while keeping the music 
in the foreground. Few bars bring that kind of 
thought into their environments. “We put 16 
small speakers all around, so nothing’s blast-
ing, and it gives it a full sound,” Severin says. 
Guest DJ sets by Tacocat, Noah Gundersen, 

and the Black Tones have proved to be pop-
ular ways to test that system.

Another aspect that distinguishes Life 
on Mars is its happy hour policy of allowing 
customers to pick album sides to play on 
the bar’s system. Toward that end, they’ve 
devoted an entire wall to vinyl LPs. From 
4 to 7 p.m.—and all day Sunday—patrons 
can choose from 6,000 titles, some of them 
from Severin and John Richards’s personal 

collections, as well as many more donated 
by local music pillars Easy Street Records 
and Sub Pop, plus other Seattle labels. One 
Silicon Valley buddy of Severin’s bestowed 
2,000 records. A quick scan of the shelves 
revealed releases by Stereolab, M.I.A., 
Curtis Mayfield, Sheila E., the Jon Spencer 
Blues Explosion, Dusty Springfield, Ken-
drick Lamar, Magnetic Fields, Kraftwerk, 
and… Nurse with Wound.

“I’ve watched total strangers [at 
the wall] just start talking about the 
music that they’re going through and 
getting excited about it,” Sims says. 
“We’re excited about music. So it’s just 
totally fun to be able to share that.”

When customers aren’t controlling 
the soundtrack, a playlist curated by 
Richards and Severin pipes over the 
PA. They’ve compiled 2,500 of their 
favorite songs to stream in a constant 
loop. (Don’t worry, they consistently 
add to it to avoid burnout.) What you 
hear from 7 to 10 p.m. will be slightly 
mellower than what you’ll get from  
10 p.m. to close. Richards’s years be-
hind the decks at KEXP and Severin’s 
long tenure as a talent buyer at one of 
Seattle’s top clubs ensure that refined 
taste and meticulous care have gone 
into the selections.

Speaking of taste, the food at Life 
on Mars shows variety and cre-
ativity, balancing healthiness with 
decadence. During my first dining 
experience there, I ordered the mar-
ket board (char-grilled vegetables, 
seitan, hummus, fruit, etc.) and 
roasted broccoli, but more extrav-

agant eaters can choose from three waffle 
sandwiches and beer-battered cauliflower 
wings, among other offerings.

Even with his two decades in the enter-
tainment biz, Severin still marvels that his 
job is to “create spaces or events that people 
get to go and have fun.” Life on Mars strives 
to create a novel nightlife experience where 
people can forget their earthly cares. David 
Bowie would approve. n

Top Picks
THURS SEPT 12

Black Mountain, LA Witch
  ROCK/POP   This is a good few weeks for psych 
rock in Seattle. Leading the charge is Vancouver’s 
Black Mountain, who infuse elements of stoner, 
space, prog, and alt rock into their heady sounds. 

In an interview with Stereogum, Black Mountain 
lead singer Stephen McBean likened the riff 
on “Future Shade”—the first single off 2019 LP 
Destroyer—as having “traveled around the world 
then hit the bong with a chorus a year and a half 
later… A last attempt at double frosting produced a 
chorus-on-chorus death match. Anxiety is the new 
heavy metal.” The record is definitely rife with 
fuzzy riffage and heavy metal influences; “Horns 
Arising” adds some robo-effected vocals to the 
mix, “High Rise” feels like Wish You Were Here–era 
Pink Floyd, and “Boogie Lover” is a slinky, bass 
growling scorcher, somehow both sexy and filled 
with doom. Solid. (Crocodile, 8 pm, $20/$25.) 
LEILANI POLK

Maluma
  WORLD/LATIN   At 11:11, it’s time to make a wish: 
for love, for a new car, for money. Recently, I’ve 
been taking this moment to wish that Maluma 
would come through Seattle. And, lo and behold, 

my wish has been granted! At this stop on his 11:11 
World Tour, the Colombian reggaeton singer has 
sold out WaMu Theater. It’s easy to see why. With 
hits like “Chantaje,” “Felices Los 4,” “El Perdedor,” 
“Corazón,” “Vente Pa’ Ca” (with my fave, Ricky 
Martin),” and “HP,” Maluma has at least a couple 
billion views on YouTube. And also, he’s very 
pretty. Go forth and dance your heart out. (WaMu 
Theater, 8 pm, all ages, $175–$752+ (sold out).) 
JASMYNE KEIMIG

FRI SEPT 13

Ciara, Sir Mix-A-Lot
  SOUL/R&B   Okay, I’m doing it, I’m claiming Ciara as 
one of our very own. And by “our,” I mean Seattle. 
Of course, the singer-dancer rightfully reps her 
hometown Atlanta, but since getting involved 
with Seahawks quarterback Russell Wilson, Ciara 
spends a lot of time here as well. She even has 
a stake in the ownership of the Sounders, for 

fuck’s sake. While she’s never quite matched her 
2004–2006 run of hits (“1,2 Step,” “Goodies,” and 
“Like a Boy”—my GOD), Ciara has proven that she’s 
here to stay after 15 years in the public eye. She’ll 
be joined by another Seattle legend, Sir Mix-A-
Lot, for this date at the fair. (Washington State 
Fair Events Center, Puyallup, 7:30 pm, $45–$70.) 
JASMYNE KEIMIG

The Hip Abduction, Decent at Best
  FUNK/REGGAE   The Hip Abduction are from my 
hometown—St. Petersburg, Florida. I used to see 
the world-pop sextet play on the beach at popular 
watering hole Jimmy B’s. They were one of the 
few groups that incorporated their own original 
material in with the hotel bar’s required cover 
selections. Tourists were the majority of the audi-
ence, but they loved whatever THA churned out, 
whether they knew the songs or not. Fast-forward 
several years, and the group is touring nationally 
behind their fourth full-length, To the Ends of the 

A New Kind of Bistro/Bar  
on Capitol Hill

Life on Mars is a vinyl-loving vegan’s paradise.
BY DAVE SEGAL

LIFE ON MARS
722 E Pike St, 
206-323-9166

The vinyl selection at Life on Mars varies greatly—from Prince to Dusty Springfield to M.I.A.
ANTHONY KEO

OLIVIA JAFFE

Black Mountain
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Earth. It’s a bit heavier on the pop than the world 
vibes, though their usual fusion of dub, roots reg-
gae, funk, rock, and Afrobeat are in there beneath 
all the polished production. But it’s not so much 
about their recordings as it is the live show. They 
always slay—in a brass-blasted, feel-good, get-
down kind of way. (High Dive, 8:30 pm, $12/$16.) 
LEILANI POLK

Psychedelic Porn Crumpets, 
Levitation Room
  ROCK/POP   True story: I only listened to Psy-
chedelic Porn Crumpets because of their name. 
I mean, your curiosity is piqued, too, amirite? 
What the hell does a psychedelic porn crumpet 
sound like? In the case of Perth, Australia’s latest 
export, it’s kind of what you’d expect: psych rock 
ranging from propulsive headiness (“Hymn for a 
Droid,”), to spacey and whirling (“Native Tongue”), 
to sand-scraped stoner odes (“When in Rome”), to 
1970s vintage progressive-meets-modern math-y 
(“Dezi’s Adventure”). RIYL: King Gizzard and the 
Lizard Wizard, Pond. (Tractor Tavern, 9 pm, $15.) 
LEILANI POLK

SAT SEPT 14

Blackalicious, DJ Indica Jones
  HIP-HOP/RAP   Blazing Arrow is one of my favorite 
hip-hop albums of all time. The Harry Nilsson–
sampling sophomore LP from Cali-bred duo 
Blackalicious (made up of lyrically poised, dexter-
ous, and intellectually stimulating MC Gift of Gab 
and DJ/producer Chief Xcel, purveyor of tight, 
grooving beats and finely wrought soundscapes) 
is surprisingly fresh, positive, and progressive for 
a 2002 joint. This tour, however, celebrates the 
20-year anniversary of Blackalicious debut Nia, 
which, upon its release in 1999, earned across-

the-board praise. (A review in the A.V. Club at the 
time called Nia “an audacious, uncompromised, 
enormously promising album by a group with the 
courage to disregard hip-hop’s codes and unwrit-
ten rules to create music that is vitally, distinctly 
its own.”) In sum, these guys are fucking money 
and worth your Saturday night attention. (Nectar, 
8 pm, $18–$22.) LEILANI POLK

DROP: Simic, Nick Carroll, Rhines
  DJ   Monkey Loft wisely opens its well-trod dance 
floor to some of Seattle and Tacoma’s most savvy 
techno and house selectors. Simic (aka Ben Block) 
told The Stranger in an interview that he fills his 
DJ sets with tracks that are “hypnotic, playful, 
unacknowledged, cerebral, jacking, dark, surpris-
ing, dubby, adventurous, and curious. I lean into 
productions that have personality, strange sounds 
and melodies, and the sense of a human being 
sitting behind the controls having a bit of fun!” 
That’s my kind of DJ. Kremwerk/Timbre Room 
talent buyer Nick Carroll is best known for helping 
to make that venue Seattle’s premier home of 
electronic music. But he also deserves props as an 
outstanding, adaptable DJ who can swerve from 
sinister, atmospheric tracks to euphoric anthems 
and many points in-between. Check out Carroll’s 
powerful Live @ the Lodge Mix on his SoundCloud 
to get an idea of his aesthetics. (Monkey Loft,  
10 pm–4 am, $15.) DAVE SEGAL

SEAchanger: Best Coast, the 
Courtneys
  ROCK/POP   Best Coast and the Courtneys have 
teamed up to drown everyone in fuzz, feminine 
longing, and a cloud of weed smoke the size of 
California. But for a good cause: SEAchanger is a 
waterfront concert (a partnership between KEXP 
and Mary’s Place) that raises awareness and 
money for the hundreds of unsheltered families 
in King County. Come to show your support for 
people in our community that need it; stay for the 
Courtneys’ (Vancouver, BC) 1990s inspired power 
pop and Best Coast’s (Los Angeles, duh) stoner, 
surfer grime. (Myrtle Edwards Park, 4 pm, all ages, 
$15.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

SUN SEPT 15

WHY?, Barrie
  ROCK/POP   The Cincinnati-based project helmed 
by Yoni Wolf, WHY? is generally classified as alt 
hip-hop, but that would be vastly oversimplifying 
what they do. And really, at present, the music 
barely resembles the genre at all. It feels more like 
progressive indie-rock with an avant-rap heart and 
experimental forays into production and instru-

JANELL SHIRTCLIFF

Best Coast

JOSH LUDLOW
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HAPPY HOUR 4-7PM DAILY • CHICKEN WINGS • $6 WELL SHOT + TALL BOY PBR

18 TAPS FEAT LOCAL BEER & WINE • CRAFT COCKTAILS • HOT TRACKS 
CORNER OF 1OTH & PIKE | 1425 10TH AVE. CAPITOL HILL

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT NEUMOS.COM & THEBARBOZA.COM
NEUMOS.COM | THEBARBOZA.COM | THERUNAWAYSEATTLE.COM | 925 E PIKE STREET, SEATTLE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT NEUMOS.COM & THEBARBOZA.COM
NEUMOS.COM | THEBARBOZA.COM | THERUNAWAYSEATTLE.COM | 925 E PIKE STREET, SEATTLE

SUNDAY 9/15

WHY?
BARRIE

THURSDAY 9/12

BAKERMAT
MONDAY 9/16

RUSSIAN CIRCLES
FACS

TUESDAY 9/17

MUNA
CHELSEA JADE

WEDNESDAY 9/18

JAY SOM
BOY SCOUTS + AFFECTIONATELY

FRIDAY 9/20

MILLENCOLIN
MEST + BAD ANIMALS

SUNDAY 9/22

FONTAINES DC
POTTERY

MONDAY 9/23

BORIS
UNIFORM

FRIDAY 9/27

DIRTWIRE

SATURDAY 9/28

QUIX
SUNDAY 9/29

CRUMB
DIVINO NIÑO + SHORMEY

TUESDAY 10/1

BAND OF SKULLS
DEMOB HAPPY

FRIDAY 10/4

CROOKED COLOURS
SWIMM + NYXEN

SATURDAY 10/5 & SUNDAY 10/6

OH SEES
PRETTIEST EYES

TUESDAY 10/8

YOKE LORE

THURSDAY 10/10

INJURY RESERVE
SLAUSON MALONE + XXX

FRIDAY 10/11

PHANTOMS
SUNDAY 10/13

JS ONDARA
ELISE DAVIS

TUESDAY 10/15
THE REGRETTES

GREER

WEDNESDAY 10/16

BLACK LIPS
BLUE ROSE ROUNDERS

FRIDAY 10/18

BLACK PUMAS
NEAL FRANCIS

FRIDAY 9/13

BROTHERTIGER
JULIAN BLAIR

   SATURDAY 9/14

MIRROR FERRARI
MALCOM REBEL

SUNDAY 9/15

SURFBORT
SO PITTED + MONSTERWATCH

SATURDAY 9/21

CHELOU
SOMETHING WITCHY

THURSDAY 9/26
BLYN

DOT COMET + MODERN DAZE 
 + ELVIS BATCHILD

FRIDAY 9/27

CHRISTIAN FRENCH 
ASTN

SATURDAY 9/28

HATCHIE
ORCHIN

TUESDAY 10/1

TAYLOR MCFERRIN
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

FRIDAY 10/4

ALLDAY + MALLRAT
JAPANESE WALLPAPER

SATURDAY 10/5

LESLIE STEVENS
BOB SUMNER

TUESDAY 10/8

CUMULUS
PROPER + COACH PHILLIPS

SATURDAY 10/12

KOKOKO!
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

MONDAY 10/14

GOOD MORNING
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS
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mentation (guitar, bass, keys, a blend of organic 
percussion and drum-machine programming). 
It’s driven by Wolf’s warm, nasally intonations 
that shift between singsong rhyme-slinging 
and tunefully apathetic singing, his ruthlessly 
self-reflective lyrics climbing and falling over 
the music. WHY?’s latest tour falls behind visual 
album AOKOHIO, which finds Wolf reflecting on 
his childhood and dissecting feelings of anxious 
nostalgia. It was released with an accompanying 
30-minute-plus film/music video (you can watch 
on the Joyful Noise Recordings YouTube page) 
that stars the fantastic Emmy-winning actress 
Tatiana Mislay (Orphan Black). (Neumos, 8 pm, all 
ages, $22/$25.) LEILANI POLK

MON SEPT 16

Night Moves, Hi Crime
  ROCK/POP   The music of Night Moves glimmers: 
with nostalgia, with sensuality, with feeling. 
On the heels of releasing their third album, Can 
You Really Find Me, back in June, the Minne-
apolis-based band is bringing their psychedelic 
electro-pop to the Emerald City. “Strands Align” is 
a twangy, synth-powered soft banger, reminding 
me of the time of year when summer starts to 
slide into fall. “Colored Emotions” is a languid 
track that plays like an MGMT song on downers. 
Night Moves will be joined by Seattle’s sparkly 
bright indie-pop band Hi Crime. (Tractor Tavern,  
8 pm, $12.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

Russian Circles, FACS
  METAL/PUNK   For 15 years, Russian Circles have 
been exemplars of fusing austere heavy metal and 
high-impact post rock, all without relying on vo-
cals to build their impressive anthems. The Chica-
go/NYC/Seattle trio’s latest album, 2019’s Blood 
Year, is a bludgeoning slab of heroic, dynamic rock 
that’s as brainy as it is brawny. Featuring former 
members of Disappears, Chicago trio FACS should 
make for an interesting contrast, as they throb in 
a more overtly post-punk vein. Their 2018 Capitol 
Hill Block Party set was a revelation, and their 
two albums—Negative Houses and Lifelike—boast 
songs that articulate a potent ominousness 
through minimal means. Rare is the group that 
can evoke both Pere Ubu and Hovercraft without 
paying blatant tribute to them. (Neumos, 8 pm, all 
ages, $27.) DAVE SEGAL

TUES SEPT 17

Giuda, Bad Sex, Die Nasty
  ROCK/POP   If you dig “Dyne-Mite” times or like 
to “Get Down and Get With It,” prepare to bust 
out yer braces ’cause Italy’s bovver boys Giuda 
are bringing us a proper fist-pumpin’ junk-shop 
stomp!!! I shouldn’t forget Portland’s cool, 
very-late-’70s-style power-pop group Bad Sex, 
and Seattle’s Die Nasty, “a driving, sing-along 
street-punk trio” that’ll be up first! (Highline, 8 pm, 
$13/$15.) MIKE NIPPER

Sheer Mag, Tweens, Lysol
  ROCK/POP   Sheer Mag embody the ethos of vin-
tage classic rock in such a way that I understand 
“Sheer Mag” to be short for “Sheer Magnitude 
to Melt Your Face Off.” On their second album, A 
Distant Call, the Philadelphia-based band churns 
out raucous, 1970s-vibing numbers like “Steel 
Sharpens Steel” and “Hardly to Blame.” But it’s 
“Silver Line” that fucking kills. The tinny synths 
and catchy guitar riffs create the conditions for 
lead singer Christina Halladay’s distinct vocals to 
sear right through. It’s like listening to AM radio 
while on a road trip in the early 1980s. Sheer Mag 
will be causing trouble with Cincinnati “trash pop” 
makers Tweens and Seattle outfit Lysol. (Chop 
Suey, 8 pm, all ages, $15/$17.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

Tropa Magica, Acid Tongue
  ROCK/POP   Led by brothers David and Rene 
Pacheco, Tropa Magica is an East Los Angeles 
band that draws heavily on psych rock, surf, and 
Latin/South American folk music influences (with 
inspiration from those Roots of Chicha comps) to 
get to their self-styled “psychedelic cumbia punk” 
sound. It’s highly entertaining, eclectic, and kinda 
weird, in a good way, with a mix of Spanish and 
English lyrics. Check out the hilarious “Primus 
Sucks”; while I don’t agree with the sentiment, 
the song itself (off their debut self-titled LP) is a 
breakneck fast, hilariously fun jaunt, and a good 
representation of what these guys do. (Screw-
driver Bar, 8 pm, $10.) LEILANI POLK

SEPT 17–18

Elton John
  ROCK/POP   This is it for Elton John. And no, I’m 
not talking about death. The 72-year-old British 
rock star has decided to bid adieu to the touring 
life. And what better way to cap off a more than 
five-decades-long career than a three-year, 
300-date world tour? On the third leg of the 
Farewell Yellow Brick Road Tour, Elton will be 
treating Seattle to a two-night run, giving his fans 
one last chance to say goodbye to the performer 
behind such songs as “Tiny Dancer,” “Rocket 
Man,” and “Your Song,” among so many others, 
and peep his gap tooth up close and in person (or 
on a big screen)! (Tacoma Dome, Tacoma, 8 pm, 
$60–$250+ (sold out).) JASMYNE KEIMIG

 ELISE TYLER 
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let ’s  queer  the a i r
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SEATTLE

 
NECTAR LOUNGE
412 N 36th St
206.632.2020
www.nectarlounge.com

9.20 Friday (Funk/Blues/Rock)
SCOTT PEMBERTON 
BAND + SWINDLER
Ayron Jones

9.22 Sunday (Electronic)
SHIGETO
– LIVE ENSEMBLE
 Flora FM

9.25 Wednesday (Electronic)
NIGHTMARES ON WAX
(DJ SET)
DJ Kid Hops

9.28 Saturday (World)
HUUN HUUR TU
Carmen Rizzo, Yaima

10.3 Thursday & 10.4 Friday
(Funk/Soul)
NEW MASTERSOUNDS 
(2 NIGHTS!) Unsinkable Heavies

9.12 Thursday (R&B)
BILAL
Guayaba, DJ SolidSound

9.13 Friday (Funk)
TUBALUBA 
Dirty Revival, Adam Williams Band 

9.13  Friday (Pop / Reggae)
THE HIP ABDUCTION
AT HIGH DIVE
Decent At Best, Take It To Space 

9.14 Saturday (Hip Hop)
BLACKALICIOUS 
“NIA” ALBUM  
20TH ANNIVERSARY TOUR

9.11 ARISAWKADORIA + KJ SAWKA 9.15 WITT LOWRY 9.18 THE CUMBIEROS 9.19 THE PHONY PPL 9.21 CLINTON FEARON 9.23 BJ THE 
CHICAGO KID 9.24 47SOUL 9.26 FIDEL NADAL 9.27 WAX TAILOR 9.27 THE COMMONHEART AT HIGH DIVE  9.29 FATHER 10.1 MOVITS! 10.2 
MOLLY TUTTLE 10.5 NORTH MISSISSIPPI ALLSTARS 10.5 ZACH DEPUTY AT HIGH DIVE 10.9 KNEEBODY 10.10 FUTURISTIC 10.11 TUBBY LOVE 
AT HIGH DIVE 10.12 ELDRIDGE GRAVY 10.13 SEATTLE SKA EXTRAVAGANZA 10.13 GEOFF TATE’S OPERATION MINDCRIME 10.16 MARLON 
CRAFT 10.17 THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE 10.18 LUSINE 10.19 ¡MAYDAY! AT HIGH DIVE 10.24 BIDDADAT 10.25 THROUGH THE ROOTS 10.26 
90S PROM PARTY 10.27 WAX 10.31 DOOM FUNK HALLOWEEN HIGH PULP 11.1  BOWIEVISION 11.2 KALYA SCINTILLA 11.4 THE MIDNIGHT 
HOUR 11.7 CYTRUS/THE FUNKY KNUCKLES 11.8 NOVALIMA 11.9 KUINKA 11.10 JACOB JOLLIFF 11.14 SODOWN 11.15 JAI HO! 11.21 JENNY 
& THE MEXICATS 11.22 & 11.23 TAUK AND JAZZ IS PHISH 11.27 + 11.29 “THANKFUL DEAD” 12.5 BLOCKHEAD 12.7 CLINTON FEARON 

FEATURED EVENTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

http://www.nectarlounge.com
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SEPT 18–19

Hot Chip, Holy Fuck
  ELECTRONIC   I was in college when Hot Chip’s 
infectious “Over and Over” became an indie party 
staple and I promptly lost my shit when I saw 
them in a dingy rock club in Boston. Here’s the 
English synth-pop outfit 13 years later, touring 
on the strength of their seventh album, A Bath 
Full of Ecstasy (which lead singer Alexis Taylor 
swears is not a drug reference, more about a state 
of mind), that ably keeps up the slinky house and 
disco influences—a reminder that the early aughts 
never died. Does Hot Chip’s longevity make them 
the 21st century’s answer to New Order (who, 
it should be noted, are still playing out)? We 
can probably expect to hear them again at the 
Showbox 3.0 in 2030. (The Showbox, 8:30 pm, 
all ages, $33/$35.) GREGORY SCRUGGS

THURS SEPT 19

Alförjs, Bad Luck
  EXPERIMENTAL/NOISE   If a Portuguese jazz ensem-
ble makes it all the way to the Pacific Northwest, 
odds are they’re worth checking out. And one 
listen to Alförjs’s 2019 full-length, QorusQoros, 
proves that axiom true. The record sounds like a 
score for some kind of shamanistic ritual occur-
ring far off the grid and on a microcosmic level of 
consciousness. The trio uses myriad percussion 
tools, bass, voices, and electronics, but not in any 
way to which you are accustomed. Alförjs alter 
mind states like a European Residents, and the 
ensuing perplexity is its own reward. Fiery Seat-
tle avant-jazz duo Bad Luck, judging by a recent 
show at Clock-Out Lounge, are moving in a more 
subdued but no less riveting direction. (Chapel 
Performance Space, 8 pm, all ages, $5–$15.) 
DAVE SEGAL

Yip Deceiver, Phone Call, 
Truckasaurus
  ROCK/POP   This mighty fine Thursday night bill at 
Clock-Out Lounge is headed up by of Montreal’s 
all-analog dance-pop side project Yip Deceiver, 
co-led by Nicolas “Dobby” Dobbratz and Davey 
Pierce. They are a whole lotta fun. Need proof? 
Look up the video for “Get Strict,” which includes, 
but is not limited to, a knock-down drag-out fight 
between Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny, nuns 
executing a choreographed dance in a diner, and a 
bikini-clad hottie in a rhinestone-encrusted Storm 
Trooper helmet popping a bottle of champagne 

and then throwing a grenade. Oh, and Reggie 
Watts getting down throughout. Their 2018 single 
“Local Business” and new KONIEC EP have a de-
finitive 1980s R&B throwback appeal. (Clock-Out 
Lounge, 9 pm, $13/$15.) LEILANI POLK

SEPT 19–21

Mahler’s ‘Symphony No. 1’
  CLASSICAL/OPERA   Thomas Dausgaard officially 
takes the reins as music director of the Seattle 
Symphony Orchestra with this interpretation of 
Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 1. Critics judge 
symphonies on their ability to handle Mahler’s 
subtleties, grandiosities, and complexities, and 
Dausgaard knows his Mahler, so this program will 
be a good indicator of how well the orchestra and 
their (sort of) new conductor are jelling. Johannes 
Brahms’s Second Piano Concerto and Flounce by 
Finnish composer Lotta Wennäkoski will share the 
bill with Mahler. Flounce is full of jagged melodies 
and surprising bursts of brightness, which will 
start the season off on a lively, optimistic note. 
(Benaroya Hall, all ages, $24–$134.) RICH SMITH

SEPT 19–22

Kremfest 2019
  ELECTRONIC   Last year I described Kremfest as 
proof that the nightclub complex Kremwerk/
Timbre Room is the “undisputed monarch of 
Seattle nightlife.” The Denny Triangle compound 
is going to defend its crown with a third edition of 
its namesake festival. I will proceed with the cus-
tomary practice of enumerating exciting acts, but 
if you like house and especially techno, I’ll just cut 
to the chase: Go. If you’re pickier and choosier? 
Well, there are coast-to-coast dance-floor slayers 
like Dee Diggs and Jasmine Infiniti, overseas 
talents like Japanese producer Gonno and UK 
bass champion Fracture, and New York princeling 
Anthony Naples. Oh, and some guy named Derrick 
May... one of the Belleville Three who invented 
techno. Look it up. (Kremwerk, $20–$35.)  
GREGORY SCRUGGS

SAT SEPT 21

Skeleton Flower, Fruit Juice, 
Tomo Nakayama, the Tiger Tails
  EXPERIMENTAL/NOISE   Led by singer-songwriter 
Haruko Crow Nishimura, Skeleton Flower are a 
new group composed of fellow Degenerate Art 
Ensemble members Joshua Kohl, Scott Teske, 
Adam Koze, and Ambrose Nortness. If you’re 

RONALD DICK

Hot Chip
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2200 2ND AVE H CORNER OF 2ND & BLANCHARD 
TICKETS @ THECROCODILE.COM & THE CROCODILE BOX OFFICE
H MORE INFO AT WWW.THECROCODILE.COM H

9/12
THURSDAY

KEXP & The Crocodile Present:

Black Mountain 
LA Witch
21 & Over

9/12
THURSDAY

The Crocodile Presents: 

Hater @ The Sunset
Sonoda and Hoop 21 & Over

9/13
FRIDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

Elder Island
Dirty Nice
All Ages

9/14
SATURDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

TWRP - SOLD OUT All Ages 

9/16
MONDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

Titus Andronicus
Top Control
All Ages

9/16
MONDAY

The Crocodile Presents:

Blanco White @ Barboza
Dan Owen    21 & Over

9/17 SURF CURSE 9/20 ELECTROPIKA 9/21 MXMTOON (EARLY) SACHA ROBOTTI (LATE) 9/22 LUCKY DAYE 9/23 
GIRL IN RED 9/24 HERMITUDE 9/26 CATALDO / PLASTIC PICNIC 9/27 SHURA 9/28 MAHALIA 9/29 DOMINIC FIKE 
9/30 CORNELIUS 10/1 DON BROCO 10/2 !!! (CHK CHK CHK) 10/3 BOY HARSHER 10/4 THE MAIN SQUEEZE10/5 
CARBON LEAF 10/6 ASHE 10/7 BLEACHED 10/8 RIDE 10/9 STARCRAWLER 10/10 WHITE REAPER 10/11 BREAK 
SCIENCE 10/12 MIKE DOUGHTY 10/13 THE ROCKET SUMMER 10/14 BEING AS AN OCEAN 10/15 DELTA RAE 10/16 
CIRCLES AROUND THE SUN 10/17 LIDO 10/18 CORY WONG 10/19 JUKEBOX THE GHOST 10/22 HOT 8 BRASS BAND
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Mon 10/21
WITCH

Mon 10/14
ALTIN GÜN 
@ NEUMOS

Sun 10/13
MATTY 

MATHESON 
 @ WASHINGTON HALL
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familiar with this Seattle multimedia performance 
troupe, you may be surprised by how conven-
tional-sounding Skeleton Flower’s self-titled 
debut is. They’ve created a seven-song collection 
that takes indie rock to art school in the manner 
of St. Vincent, Dirty Projectors, and Deerhoof. 
Nishimura’s endearingly quirky voice comes off 
like a Japanese Joanna Newsom, and Nortness’s 
bass clarinet and saxophone lines sometimes 
skew the songs into chamber-jazz territory. 
However, Skeleton Flower’s final two tracks—“The 
Red Shoes” and “Mirrored Sky”—hint at Björk’s 
phantasmal electronic songcraft, and are all the 
more interesting for that. (Neptune Theatre, 8 pm, 
all ages, $19.) DAVE SEGAL

SUN SEPT 22

Lucky Daye
 SOUL/R&B   Lucky Daye (aka David Debrandon 
Brown) is everything I want out of a modern 
soul/R&B artist. His vocals are velvety and can 
hit falsetto notes (I’m lightly reminded of Curtis 
Mayfield). His music is imbued with throwback 
elements while remaining firmly planted in the 
present (see stripped-back PBR&B-flavored slow 
jam “Love You Too Much”), and it moves between 
sexy and romantic sounds and subject matter 
(“Real Games” is a hot head-bobber with a funky-
wet bass groove that I’ve had on repeat—and it 
has a high-quality rap break that further highlights 
Brown’s talents). He lands in town behind debut 
full-length Painted. (Crocodile, 8 pm, all ages, 
$18/$20.) LEILANI POLK

Shigeto, Flora FM
 ELECTRONIC   Shigeto’s beat-driven electronic 
tracks are both energetic and chill, but it’s even 
more incredible to watch how they play out 
onstage. Instead of being the mysterious DJ 
behind a tower of speakers and laptop screens, 
Shigeto composes his music live. The result is an 
electro set that feels organic, and that you can 
watch unfurl before you. The Detroit producer/
drummer’s work has shades of IDM, jazz, hip-hop, 
and ambient music, but it also transcends all 
those boxy descriptions. Shigeto will be joined by 
Seattle electronic artist Flora FM. (Nectar, 8 pm, 
$16.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

TUES SEPT 24

Boogarins, Winter, Tres Leches
 ROCK/POP   If you listen to Brazilian rock long 
enough, you will discern distinctive traits that 

run through most of it—a kind of ultra-suave 
breeziness and melodic pulchritude that will 
banish your cares efficiently and pleasurably. 
Led by guitarist/vocalist Dinho Almeida and 
multi-instrumentalist Benke Ferraz, Boogarins 
have been embodying those qualities ever since 
their 2013 debut LP, As Plantas Que Curam. Their 
fourth and most recent album, Sombrou Dúvida, 
proves they’ve not lost any of their South Amer-
ican magic. The record’s another swan dive into 
psychedelia lite; its 10 day-dreamy songs sound 
as if they will only improve with each listen. (Chop 
Suey, 8 pm, $15.) DAVE SEGAL

WED SEPT 25

Nightmares on Wax, DJ Kid Hops
 DANCE   Why is George Evelyn, aka Leeds-based 
DJ/producer Nightmares on Wax, still touring 
relentlessly? Unlike the Rolling Stones, I don’t 
think it’s for the money, I think it’s truly for the 
love. He has parlayed a late ’80s immersion into 
nascent hip-hop/b-boy culture into a signature 
sound of chillout beats and obscure samples 
that has propelled his career from the ’90s to the 
present—witness last year’s Shape the Future on 
Warp Records. His appearances in Seattle have 
been an annual phenomenon since 2016 and he 
sold out Nectar this past February, which must be 
why we’re blessed with a second date in 2019. 
This is a tradition worth keeping. (Nectar, 8 pm, 
$23–$28.) GREGORY SCRUGGS

Revocation, Voivod, Psycroptic, 
Skeletal Remains, Conjurer
 METAL/PUNK   Canuck heshers Voivod are a 
long-running, maybe now slightly more grizzled 
but still important progressive metal group. Nearly 
35 years ago, the band recorded a clutch of LPs 
that birthed the longhairs a NEW and progressive, 
forward-thinking sound. Shocking, but in the mid-
dle of all the 1980s thrash trash, they somehow 
created actual timeless, classic magic via their 
savage guitar tones and songwriting and, in doing 
so, made all the then contemporary metal bands 
redundant. Also tonight: a shit ton o’ ass thrashin’ 
prog metal from Revocation, Psycroptic, Skeletal 
Remains, and Conjurer. (El Corazon, 6:30 pm, 
$24.) MIKE NIPPER

Shigeto

KRISTIN ADAMCZYK
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Dinner service everyday 5-11pm

WEEKLY ON 

MONDAYS: 
FUCK YEAH BINGO 

7-9PM

Sunday, September 15
TORCHE

Pinkish Black, SRSQ
8PM $15-$20

Tuesday, September 17
GIUDA

Bad Sex, Die Nasty
8PM $13-$15

Wednesday, September 18
NEBULA
Sasquatch,  

deathCAVE, Medicine Head
8PM $13-$16

Thursday, September 19
MECHANISMUS PRESENTS:

DAS ICH
Oberer Totpunkt

2 Libras
9PM $20-$25

Friday, September 20
NECROT
Cystic, Foul
9PM $12-$15

Saturday, September 21
ACID KING

Wizard Rifle, Warish
9PM $15-$20

Sunday, September 22
HERE LIES MAN

Fungal Abyss
8PM

Monday, September 23
HELL

Mizmor, Bedlamite
8PM $13-$15

Friday, September 27
BROKEN DEAD

Generation Decline
9PM $10-$13

Saturday, September 28
UN

Ails, Eye of Nix, A//tar
9PM $12-$15

Saturday, October 5
KAYO DOT

ASVA
9PM $12-$15

Tuesday, October 8
CHERUBS

Low Dose
8PM $13-$16

Thursday, October 10
MECHANISMUS PRESENTS:

PSYCLON NINE
Striplicker, Justin Symbol

9PM $20-$25

http://www.highlineseattle.com
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Early Warnings
TANK AND THE BANGAS, ADIA VICTORIA Neptune Theatre, Mon Oct 7, 8 pm, $29/$34

FOUR TET Showbox Sodo, Thurs Oct 10, 8 pm, $23/$28

JPEGMAFIA, BUTCH DAWSON Neumos, Sun Oct 20, 7 pm, $22

GHOSTEMANE, LIL TRACY, HARM’S WAY, HORUS THE ASTRONEER, PARV0 Showbox Sodo, Sat Oct 26,  
7 pm, $25/$30

BROCKHAMPTON, SLOWTHAI WaMu Theater, Sun Oct 27, 8 pm, $37

NATASHA BEDINGFIELD Neptune Theatre, Wed Oct 30, 8 pm, $35–$435

TOM MORELLO Neptune Theatre, Wed Nov 6, 8 pm, $29

THE AQUABATS, PPL MVR, “TBD” The Showbox, Thurs Nov 7, 7:30 pm, $25/$28

TROYBOI, YULTRON Showbox Sodo, Thurs Nov 14, 8 pm, $35/$40

JULIA JACKLIN, CHRISTIAN LEE HUTSON Neumos, Thurs Nov 21, 7 pm, $18/$22

NAHKO & MEDICINE FOR THE PEOPLE, AYLA NEREO Showbox Sodo, Thurs Nov 21, 8 pm, $35/$40

SUBTRONICS, CHEE, DIGITAL ETHOS, ZIA The Showbox, Thurs Nov 21, 8:30 pm, $20/$25

A$AP FERG, MURDA BEATZ, MADEINTYO Showbox Sodo, Sun Nov 24, 8 pm, $40/$45

SULLIVAN KING, LICK, GRABBITZ, SWARM The Showbox, Sat Nov 30, 7 pm, $26–$28

CATTLE DECAPITATION, ATHEIST, PRIMITIVE MAN, AUTHOR & PUNISHER, VITRIOL The Showbox, Tues 
Dec 17, 8 pm, $25/$28

LOST KINGS, MARTIN JENSEN The Showbox, Sat Dec 21, 9 pm, $25/$30

50th! Great Records 
of 1969 – Neil Young’s 
Everybody Knows This 
Is Nowhere
The Royal Room,  
Fri Sept 20, 6:30 pm,  
9:30 pm, $15/$20

Alice in Chains
WaMu Theater,  
Fri Sept 20, 8 pm, $62

Avril Lavigne,  
Jagwar Twin
Paramount Theatre,  
Sat Sept 14, 8 pm,  
all ages, $37–$77

Banks, Kevin Garrett
Showbox Sodo,  
Wed Sept 25, 9 pm,  
all ages, $44–$199

Bilal, Guayaba, DJ 
SolidSound
Nectar, Thurs Sept 12,  
8 pm, $22–$45

BJ the Chicago Kid
Nectar, Mon Sept 23,  
8 pm, all ages, $20–$50

Bob Seger & the Silver 
Bullet Band
Tacoma Dome,  
Sat Sept 21, $59–$124+

Boris, Uniform
Neumos, Mon Sept 23,  
8 pm, all ages, $20/$25

Boyz II Men, 98 
Degrees
Washington State Fair 
Events Center, Thurs Sept 
12, 7:30 pm, $40–$65

Brian Wilson & The 
Zombies
Paramount Theatre, Mon 
Sept 16, 7:30 pm, all ages, 
$65–$245

Bryan Adams
WaMu Theater, Wed Sept 
18, 8 pm, $36–$190

The California 
Honeydrops
Neptune Theatre, Thurs 
Sept 19, 8 pm, all ages, 
$21/$26

Diana Krall
Chateau Ste. Michelle, 
Thurs Sept 12, 7 pm, 
$54/$104

Earth, Wind, and Fire
Chateau Ste. Michelle, 
Sept 20–21, 7 pm, 
$70–$150 (sold out)

An Evening with Daryl 
Hall & John Oates
Washington State Fair 
Events Center, Sat Sept 
14, 7:30 pm, $80–$100

An Evening with Mark 
Knopfler
Chateau Ste. Michelle, 
Sept 14–15, 7 pm, 
$76/$151 (sold out)

GHOST, Nothing More
WaMu Theater, Thurs 
Sept 19, 7:30 pm, all ages, 
$37–$170

Hot Tuna Electric & 
David Bromberg Quintet
Moore Theatre,  
Fri Sept 13, 7:30 pm,  
all ages, $37–$47

Incubus, Dub Trio
Paramount Theatre,  
Tues Sept 17, 8 pm,  
all ages, $56–$325

Jay Som, Boy Scouts, 
Affectionately
Neumos, Wed Sept 18,  
8 pm, all ages, $17/$20

Joseph, Deep Sea Diver
The Showbox, Fri Sept 13, 
9 pm, all ages, $28/$32

Maggie Rogers, Now, 
Now
WaMu Theater,  
Sat Sept 14, 8 pm, $42

The Melvins, Redd 
Kross, ShitKid
Neumos, Sept 13–14,  
8 pm, $30

Moon Palace, Mirror-
gloss, Ex-Licks
Clock-Out Lounge, Fri 
Sept 20, 9:30 pm, $12

MUNA, Chelsea Jade
Neumos, Tues Sept 17,  
7 pm, all ages, $20/$22

mxmtoon, Alexander 23
Crocodile, Sat Sept 
21, 5:30 pm, all ages, 
$16–$50 (sold out)

Nitzer Ebb, Surachai
Neumos, Wed Sept 25,  
8 pm, $30

Noise Complaint ft. 
Volac & Phlegmatic 
Dogs (Russian Style)
Kremwerk, Sat Sept 14,  
10 pm, $20/$25

Oliver Tree, Tommy 
Cash, NVDES
Neptune Theatre, Sat 
Sept 14, 9 pm, all ages, 
$22/$24 (sold out)

The Original Misfits
White River Amphitheatre, 
Sat Sept 14, 6:30 pm, 
$40–$245

Phum Viphurit, Ginger 
Root
Columbia City Theater, 
Thurs Sept 12, 8:30 pm, 
all ages, $18/$20

Post Malone, Swae Lee, 
Tyla Yaweh
Tacoma Dome, Sat 
Sept 14, 8 pm, all ages, 
$54–$504

Rachael Yamagata, 
Zach Djanikian
Columbia City Theater, 
Sun Sept 15, 8 pm, $25

The Rose
Showbox Sodo, Fri Sept 
13, 7 pm, all ages, $50

Social Distortion, 
Flogging Molly, The 
Devil Makes Three, Le 
Butcherettes
WaMu Theater, Sat 
Sept 21, 6 pm, all ages, 
$42/$50

Titus Andronicus, 
Control Top
Crocodile, Mon Sept 16,  
7 pm, all ages, $16

Tower of Power
Jazz Alley, Sept 12–15, 
Sept 13–14, all ages, $67 
(sold out)

Travis Thompson, Adé, 
Nyles Davis
The Showbox, Fri Sept 20, 
9 pm, all ages, $25/$30

Yungblud, MISSIO
The Showbox, Thurs Sept 
12, 8:30 pm, all ages, 
$22/$25

Zedd, Jax Jones, NOTD
WaMu Theater, Fri 
Sept 13, 8 pm, all ages, 
$42–$50

Short 
List

CENTRALSALOON.COM
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 WED 9/11 
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ALEC SHAW • FOXY APOLLO
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ATARI JONES
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FORT GEORGE BREWING NIGHT
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SEPERATR • SPECIAL GUESTS
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FRANKIIE • WHALIEN • ERIC BLU & THE 
SOUL REVIEW • GUERO BROWN
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DANCE WITH THE DEAD     
& STARKILL
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ALL AGES
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7:00PM DOORS
ALL AGES
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FOR A FULL SCHEDULE VISIT WWW.MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS.COM 
FOLLOW US ONLINE AT: FACEBOOK.COM/MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS

TWITTER.COM/MIKETHRASHERPDX  · INSTAGRAM: @MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS

GO TO 
WWW.MIKETHRASHERPRESENTS.COM
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND INFO ON HOW TO 

GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY

COMING
SOON:

AMON AMARTH · HAIL THE SUN · SENSES FAIL · LUCERO · VINNIE CARUANA
SABATON · WAGE WAR · ALIEN WEAPONRY · THE MENZINGERS · THE SPILL CANVAS 
ISSUES · THE MAINE · BOSTON MANOR · AS I LAY DYING · WATERPARKS
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Thurs 9/12
LIVE MUSIC
CHOP SUEY Ason Red, Araless, 
Ralph Reign, 8 pm, $10/$12

EL CORAZON Warbringer, 
Enforcer, 7:30 pm, $15/$17

a FREMONT ABBEY Cross 
Record, Adam Torres, Aura 
Ruddell, 7:30 pm, $0–$15

THE FUNHOUSE Rucker, 
Eastsound, Constanza, 7:30 pm, 
$10/$12

LUCKY LIQUOR Children of 
Atom, Beast Folk, Seth Myzel 
Band, 7 pm, $7

NEUMOS Bakermat, 8 pm, $20

SUBSTATION Crashdown 
Butterfly, P2B, Ball Bag, Fuzz 
Droner, 8 pm, $8

SUNSET TAVERN Hater, 
Sonoda, Hoop, 9 pm, $13

TRACTOR TAVERN Dodgy 
Mountain Men, Loose Cannons, 
Garrett & The Sheriffs, 8 pm, $10

a VARIOUS LOCATIONS Live 
at Lunch, 12–1:30 pm, free

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
H BENAROYA HALL Distant 
Worlds: Music from Final Fantasy 
with the Seattle Symphony,  
7:30 pm, $37–$150

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Field Trip 88: 
Odd Mob, 9 pm–2 am, $10

JAZZ
BLUE MOON TAVERN Ecstasy 
in Numbers, Guests, 9 pm, $7
H a JAZZ ALLEY Tower of 
Power, $67 (sold out)

a TRIPLE DOOR Mike Phillips, 
7:30 pm, $25

DANCE
FENIX Afterparty - Maluma 
Concert, 10 pm, $10

THE PIRANHA SHOP Maluma 
After Party, 9:30 pm, $8–$13

THE UNDERGROUND 
SUP3RCHVRGED, 10 pm–2 am

Fri 9/13
LIVE MUSIC
BAINBRIDGE ISLAND 
MUSEUM OF ART Simon 
Chrisman & Wes Corbett in 
Concert, 7–9 pm, $18–$22
H BARBOZA Brothertiger, Julian 
Blair, 7 pm, $11/$13

BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB 
Telemothra, Winning Hard, Dying 
Off, XrawrX, 9 pm–12 am

BLUE MOON TAVERN Moves 
Collective, Moose Almighty,  
9 pm–1 am, $10

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Bleeps+Loops:SPACE, 
8–11:45 pm, $5–$15

CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE The 
Australian Pink Floyd Show,  
7 pm, $40/$60

CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE Haunted 
Horses, Floored Faces, Post/
Boredom, 9:30 pm, $10

COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Keith Harkin, 7 pm, $35–$75

CONOR BYRNE Ian Jones, Heels 
To The Hardwood, Thedrifterluke, 
9 pm, $10

THE COVE RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Poker Face (A Tribute 
To Lady Gaga), 9 pm, $10

CROCODILE Elder Island, 8 pm, $15

DARRELL’S TAVERN Friday the 
13th!, $6

a EL CORAZON Carry On 2019: 
A Chris Cornell Fan & Music 
Event, 7:30 pm, $20–$35
H a EVERYDAY MUSIC 
Sassy Black

EYE OF THE NEEDLE WINERY 
The Dogtones, 5 pm

THE FUNHOUSE Sea Of 
Treachery, Aethere, Decayer, 
7:30 pm, $12/$15

LO-FI Fonzarelli, The Histamines, 
Lady C & the Lowdown, 9 pm, $10

LUCKY LIQUOR Stingshark,  
The Painkillers, Freedom James,  
9 pm–12 am, $7

NECTAR Tubaluba, Dirty Revival, 
8 pm, $12–$17
H NEUMOS The Melvins, Redd 
Kross, ShitKid, 8 pm, $30

NORTH CITY BISTRO Lee Oskar 
& Friends, 8 pm, $28
H SKAGIT VALLEY CASINO 
RESORT Night Ranger, 8 pm

SUBSTATION The Disco 
Cowboys, The Shivering 
Denizens, Darci Carlson, 8 pm, $8

SUNSET TAVERN Grynch 
& G.A.S., Anthony Danza, DJ 
Nphared, 9 pm, $12

TIM’S TAVERN Ain’t Superstitious 
Revue: The Seattle Houserockers, 
The John Stephan Band, Trouble 
at Home, 8:30 pm, $8
H TIMBRE ROOM Terror/Cactus, 
Dadabassed, 6:30–9:30 pm, $10

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE 
Planet Fly, 9 pm, free

a WEREWOLF VACATION 
Sleepover Club, Groans, The 
Wednesdays, 7 pm, $7–$10

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
415 WESTLAKE Emerald City 
Music: Tale Retold..., 8 pm, $45

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Pop Secret: 
Aquaphina, Famous, Siracha,  
10 pm–2 am, $10

RE-BAR Bootie Seattle: Britney 
vs. Taylor vs. Everyone,  
10 pm–2 am, $5/$10

THE UNDERGROUND STA 
Presents: Giuseppe Ottaviani 
LIVE 2.0, 10 pm, $27–$33

JAZZ
THE ROYAL ROOM Greta 
Matassa Quintet with Alexey 
Nikolaev, 7–11 pm, $15

Sat 9/14
LIVE MUSIC
AURORA BOREALIS Aurora 
Borealis Presents: Big Dog Revue, 
9 pm, $10

a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Sway Wild, 7:30 pm, $0–$20

BARBOZA Mirror Ferrari, 
Malcolm Rebel, 7 pm, $10
H BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB 
The Gods Themselves, Breaks 
and Swells, Select Level,  
9 pm–12 am, $10

a BLACK LODGE The Sun & 
The Mirror, Geist & The Sacred 
Ensemble, Nostalgist, Silence in 
the Snow, 9 pm

BLUE MOON TAVERN Levi 
Fuller Presents Ball of Wax #57, 
8 pm, $8
H CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE 
An Evening with Mark Knopfler,  
7 pm, $76/$151 (sold out)

a CHOP SUEY School of Rock 
Issaquah: KISS, 2 pm, $12/$15

a CHOP SUEY School Of Rock 
Issaquah: GUNS N’ ROSES, 5 pm, 
$12/$15

CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE Ravenna 
Woods, Dumb Thumbs, Ezza 
Rose Band, 9:30 pm, $10/$12

CONOR BYRNE Fast Nasties, Herb 
& The Jellyfish, One Step From 
Everywhere, 9 pm–12 am, $8

a CROCODILE TWRP, 8 pm, 
sold out

a THE CROCODILE BACK BAR 
School of Rock West Seattle 
Performs: Woodstock, 2 pm, 
$5–$10

a FREMONT ABBEY ZAHARA, 
Tinsley with Jake Crocker, 
Sharmaine, 7:30 pm, $0–$12

HIGH DIVE Cytrus, Lost Ox, 
Tryin’, 9 pm, $8/$12

THE KRAKEN BAR & LOUNGE 
Retrospecter, Tourist Activities, 
Proofs, Mike Sampson (Dusty), 
8 pm, $7

LUCKY LIQUOR Willie & the 
Whips, Silverhill, The Spin-Offs, 
8 pm–12 am, $7

a MOORE THEATRE Andy 
Grammer, 8 pm, $33/$38
H NEUMOS The Melvins, Redd 
Kross, ShitKid, 8 pm, $30

NORTH CITY BISTRO Lee Oskar 
& Friends, 8 pm, $28

ORA NIGHTCLUB Dezza, Web, 
Kontejas, 10 pm, $15
H THE ROYAL ROOM Keeping 
It Cool: A Benefit for Climate 
Solutions, 8–11 pm, $15

THE RUINS Wild in the Hollow 
Release Show, 7 pm, $28–$48

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE CHILI 
SHACK AND WATERING HOLE 
Hangtown, The Evanstones, 
Projections On a Wall, 8 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Red Shahan, 
Denver, 9 pm, $10

TIM’S TAVERN Country Dave 
& The Bluegrass Pickin’ Crew, 
Bryan Daisley, 8 pm, $7

a TOWN HALL Music 
Showcase‚ÄîYouth Rising in the 
Town, 6:30–11 pm, free

TRACTOR TAVERN 1Uppers, 
The Swearengens, The Wayside, 
9 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR Chris Friel 
Orchestra: Rolling Stones 
Extravaganza, 8 pm, $16/$20

a VERA PROJECT School of 
Rock Seattle Performs: Synth 
Rock, 2 pm, $12/$15

VICTORY LOUNGE Bad Year, 
The Drolls, The Subjunctives, 
Powerful Earthquake, 8:30 
pm, $8

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
H BENAROYA HALL Opening 
Night Concert & Gala, 5 pm

MCCAW HALL Opera Time, 
10:30 am, free

a OLD TOWN PARK Brass 
Band Northwest, 4–6:30 pm, free

a ST. JAMES CATHEDRAL 
Kvandal & B√§ck: A Double 
Centennial, 8 pm, $22

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Haute Sauce: 
Swervewon, DJ Flo, Semaj, 
Gradeay, 10 pm–2 am, $10

SUBSTATION Bass Therapy 
presents Bass Cave V,  
9 pm–2 am, $10/$15

JAZZ
LUTHER’S TABLE Live Jazz: The 
PGM Trio, 7 pm

TULA’S Thomas Marriott 
Quintet, 7:30 pm

DANCE
EDEN SEATTLE Europa Night, 
8:30 pm, $15

PONY Beach Bum with Ursula 
Major, 4–9 pm, free

Sun 9/15
LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Surfbort, 8 pm, 
$15/$17

CENTRAL SALOON Currency 
Exchange Tour with Atari Jones, 
9 pm–2 am, $15/$20
H CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE 
An Evening with Mark Knopfler, 
7 pm, $76/$151 (sold out)

CLUB SUR Arkona, Metsatoll, 
Kerr Ring, AraKus, Wind Rose, 
6:30 pm, $23/$25

a CROCODILE Emotional 
Oranges, Chiiild, 8 pm, $23/$25
H EL CORAZON Test Dept., 
Kaelen Mikla, Street Sects, 
2Libras, 8 pm, $22–$60

a THE FUNHOUSE He Is We, 
Tiny Stills, 8 pm, $10/$12

HIGHLINE Torche, Pinkish Black, 
SRSQ, 8 pm, $15/$20

LO-FI KLYPH, Wall of Ears, Leash, 
8 pm–12 am, $8

a MCCAW HALL Music 
For Meditation & Healing: Sri 
Ganapati Sachchidananda 
Swamiji, 4 pm, $12

a NECTAR Witt Lowry, 
Xuitcasecity, Whatever We Are, 
8 pm, $16–$19

THE SHOWBOX Katchafire, 
EarthKry, 8 pm, $25/$30

SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
BlackHotSunday Vol II, 6 pm, $10

a STROUM JEWISH 
COMMUNITY CENTER The 
Maccabeats, 5 pm, $15–$25

SUNSET TAVERN Kid Leather, 
Clockwork Orange Sunshine, 
Teen Cat, 7:30 pm, $10

a VERA PROJECT 
Neurodiversity Nights: Beats & 
Rhymes Edition, 4–9 pm, $5–$10

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a BENAROYA HALL Clara 
Schumann Bicentennial, 7–9 pm, 
$10–$48

a NORDIC MUSEUM “El Grito” 
Concert, 2 pm, free

Mon 9/16
LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Blanco White, 7 pm, 
$13/$15

a EL CORAZON Disentomb, 
Visceral Disgorge, Signs of 
the Swarm, Continuum, 
Organectomy, Mental Cruelty,  
6 pm, $15–$18

a NEPTUNE THEATRE The 
Paper Kites, 8 pm, $29

PIKE BREWING COMPANY 
Foreigner at Pike Brewing: Very 
Important Beer, 5–8 pm, $45

SUNSET TAVERN Charlie 
Cunningham, The Still Tide, 
8 pm, $15

WASHINGTON STATE FAIR 
EVENTS CENTER Chris Tomlin, 
Tauren Wells, 7:30 pm, $35–$50

Tues 9/17
LIVE MUSIC
a CROCODILE Surf Curse,  
7 pm, $14–$16

a EL CORAZON FatBoy SSE,  
8 pm, $20–$50

a FREEWAY PARK Tuesday 
Tunes & Brews: Salt Lick, 
4:30–6:30 pm, free

HIGH DIVE Nordus, Am 
Samstag, Steeltoe Metronome, 
8:30 pm, $5/$8

a NEPTUNE THEATRE Zara 
Larsson, 8 pm, $24

THE ROYAL ROOM WilloW feat. 
Bob Lovelace, Kristy Smith and 
the 350s, McTuff, 7–11 pm, $8
H SUBSTATION Druids, Rat 
King, Florida Man, 9 pm, $10/$15

SUNSET TAVERN Kaylyn 
Rogers, Nathan Reed, Dorothea, 
7:30 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR Greg Laswell, 
7:30 pm, $22–$30

DJ
BAIT SHOP Love Potion No. 69 
with DJ Dick’s Deluxe, 9 pm– 
1 am, free

JAZZ
H a JAZZ ALLEY Sara Gazarek, 
7:30 pm, $31

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE Brad 
Gibson Duo, 5 pm, free

Wed 9/18
LIVE MUSIC
CONOR BYRNE Foxy Blues, 
Diamondwolf, 9 pm, $8

THE FUNHOUSE Bad Animals, 
Am Samstag, Avo, Artra,  
8:30 pm, $8/$10

GEORGETOWN LIQUOR 
COMPANY Violent Party, Anoxia, 
Charged Reality, 10 pm–12 am, $8

HIGH DIVE Triple Mood, Fat 
Starfish, Glass Souls, 8 pm, 
$5/$8

HIGHLINE Nebula, Sasquatch, 
deathCAVE, 8 pm, $13/$16

LO-FI What Have May, Nic 
Masangkay, LaRo$a, Panther 
Modern, 8–11 pm, $8

NECTAR The Cumbieros, 7 pm, 
$12–$17

RENDEZVOUS Singer/
Songwriter Showcase : Hayden 
Thomas, Justin DePaola, 
Hummingbull!, 6:30 pm, $5

SUBSTATION Jack & the Dull 
Boy, Filthy Traitors, Sunset Flip, 
Velvet Jupiter, 8 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Thee Sgt. Major 
III, Trash Fire, Llama, 8 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR Aunt Mary, 
7:30 pm, $30/$35

TIMES LISTED 
ARE SHOW TIMES. 

DOORS OPEN  
30-60 MINUTES 

BEFORE.

FOLLOW US ON FB, TWITTER & INSTAGRAM

Monday 9/16
KEXP PRESENTS

NIGHT MOVES
HI CRIME
8PM $12/$14

9/11 KATIE KUFFEL, 9/14 1UPPERS, 9/19 DATENITE, 9/21 PETTY OR NOT, 10/3 & 10/4 DAMIEN 
JURADO, 10/5 RUSTON KELLY, 10/9 GAELIC STORM, 10/10 & 10/11 HISS GOLDEN MESSENGER, 
10/15 & 10/16 ALDOUS HARDING, 10/17 JOE PUG, 10/18 & 10/19 BROTHERS COMATOSE

Saturday 9/28
KEXP PRESENTS

NILÜFER YANYA
HANA WU

JAZZI BOBBI
9PM $16/$18

Sunday 9/29
AMERICANA GRIEFGRASS

JASON HAWK 
HARRISON

MASSY FERGUSON
WONDERLY ROAD

7PM $10

Tuesday 10/1
PUNKGRASS

THE HACKENSAW BOYS
8PM $15

Sunday 10/6
AN EVENING WITH

TOM RUSSELL
7PM $35 Seated

Tuesday 10/8
KEXP PRESENTS

BLACK JOE LEWIS
8PM $25

     Thursday 9/12
MISSOULA STOMPGRASS

DODGY MOUNTAIN MEN
THE LOOSE CANNONS

GARRETT & THE SHERRIFFS
8PM $10

Friday 9/13
FREAKOUT RECORDS PRESENTS

PSYCHEDELIC 
PORN CRUMPETS

LEVITATION ROOM
9PM $15

 Friday 9/20
KEXP PRESENTS 

SICKO 
(ALBUM RELEASE)
BROADWAY CALLS

FOUR LIGHTS, CHOKE THE POPE 
9PM $15

Wednesday 9/25
91.3 KBCS PRESENTS

KRISTIN HERSH 
ELECTRIC TRIO

FRED ABONG
8PM $20

Thu 9/26 & Fri 9/27
91.3 KBCS PRESENTS

JACKIE GREENE 
THE COFFIS BROTHERS

9PM $20/$25

09.24
THE MOORE
SEATTLE, WA

with THE GOOD ONES

(800) 982-2787 • STGPRESENTS.ORG
Tickets available at Ticketmaster.com
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Dance every night! Swing ◆ Salsa ◆ Tango ◆ Waltz ◆ Kizomba ◆ Bachata 
CENTURY BALLROOM - 915 E PINE ST - CENTURYBALLROOM.COM

Tickets: CenturyBallroom.com

CENTURY BALLROOM
DANCING EVERY NIGHT

GROUP & PRIVATE LESSONS

LATE NIGHT DINING

FULL BAR & RESTAURANT

urda

SEA MONSTER
LIVE MUSIC

21+ only

SEAMONSTERLOUNGE.COM
206 992-1120 • 2202 N 45th St • Seattle 

7PM 
10PM

TUESDAY NIGHTS 
EMILY MCVICKER OPEN MIC 
JOE DORIA PRESENTS:
Live B3 organ jazz funk FREE

8PM 
10PM

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
Live SOUL, FUNK  
& JAZZ bands  FREE

8PM 
10PM

THURSDAY NIGHTS 
NEW LIVE BANDS 
PROUD & NASTY OPEN JAM FREE

9PM FUNKY 2 DEATH FRIDAYS
Live funk and soul revue w/ 
DJ ROC PHIZZLE $10

7PM 
10PM

CUBAN/LATIN SATURDAYS 
700 FUNK SATURDAY $10

      ★★ DON’T MISS SHOWS ★★
FRIDAY 9/20  

TOGETHER COLLECTIVE
ORIGINAL SOUL MUSIC

8PM & F2D 10PM
700 FUNK SATURDAYS 

W/ GUEST JOE DORIA ON B3 ORGAN
9/14 & 9/21

(800) 982-2787 • STGPRESENTS.ORG
Tickets available at Ticketmaster.com

9TH AVE & PINE ST

SEPTEMBER 13
MOORE THEATRE

THIS
FRIDAY!

OCTOBER 6
MOORE THEATRE

special guest
ALICIA MICHILLI

OCTOBER 1
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
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P R O M OT I O N  W H E R E  I T  M AT T E R S

HAVE AN EVENT?
Use Stranger Tickets for your event and get a FREE ad here!

S T R A N GER T ICK E T S .C OM

StrangerTickets.com

FEATURED EVENTS

SEP 15 & 22 
@1PM

UNICORN/ 
NARWHAL 

SEP 14 / 8PM
ACADEMY OF 

BURLESQUE FACULTY 
SHOWCASE 2019

WEST HALL 

SEPT 19 - 22
2019

Sep 16 / 7pm
Elliott 

Bay Book 
Company 
presents:

General Jim 
Mattis

Temple De 
Hirsch Sinai

Sep 19 / 7pm

Word WorkS

michael cunningham: 
The problem iS never 

The ploT

hugo houSe
Sep 20 & 21/ 8pm 

Jewelbox @ RendezvouS

Sep 13 / 7pm

Trivia puppeT 
Company 
preSenTS:
Tre anni

@
vermillion

9TH AVE & PINE ST
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Music

WASHINGTON STATE FAIR 
EVENTS CENTER Foreigner, 
Night Ranger, 7:30 pm, $45–$65

JAZZ
H a JAZZ ALLEY Sara Gazarek, 
7:30 pm, $31

a THE ROYAL ROOM Piano 
Starts Here: Genius for the Here 
and Now—The Music of Brad 
Mehldau and Jason Moran,  
7:30 pm, $10/$12

Thurs 9/19
LIVE MUSIC
a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Gary Jules, Coby Brown, Brad 
Byrd, Greg Felden, 7:30 pm, 
$0–$22

a THE FUNHOUSE Pink Turns 
Blue, Nox Novacula, 7:30 pm, 
$12/$15
HIGHLINE Mechanismus: Das Ich, 
Oberer Totpunkt, 2 Libras, 9 pm, 
$20–$25
LO-FI Sixteen Ghosts Band, 
American Flats, Paul Mauer & the 
Silence, Abi LaRoe, $10

a NECTAR Phony Ppl, 9 pm, $15
SUNSET TAVERN Floored Faces, 
Face Mason, Guests, 8 pm, $10
TRACTOR TAVERN Datenite, 
The Two Tides, Payge Turner, 
8 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR Uncle 
Bonsai’s 38th Anniversary - The 
“Corniversary” Show, 7:30 pm, 
$20/$23
WASHINGTON STATE FAIR 
EVENTS CENTER Old Dominion, 
Brandon Lay, 7:30 pm, $50–$75

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Field Trip 89: 
Omnom, 9 pm–2 am, $10

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY Larry Carlton, $51
THE KNIFE ROOM Nordo’s Jazz 
Lounge with Jacqueline Tabor, 
8–10:30 pm, $10–$15
TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE Jack 
Ramsey, 5 pm, free
TULA’S Anton Schwartz Quartet, 
7:30 pm

Fri 9/20
LIVE MUSIC
a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Peter Bradley Adams, Guests, 
7:30 pm, $15–$20
BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB Stolen 
Jars, Linda From Work, Shells, 
Deadbeat Beat, 8:30 pm, $12

a BLACK LODGE Thirsty Towel 
Presents: Sandrider, Black Elk, 
Glose, 8 pm–1 am
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Doom Lagoon, The Suffering 
Fuckheads, Guests, 8 pm, $8
CENTRAL SALOON FRANKIIE, 
Whalien, Eric Blu & The Soul 
Revue, Guero Brown,  
7–11:45 pm, $8/$10

a COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Tobi Lou, Lil Trxptendo, femdot., 
8 pm, $15/$17
CONOR BYRNE Caitlin 
Sherman, Christy Hays, Kassi 
Valazza, 9 pm–12 am, $8
DARRELL’S TAVERN Aloha 
Screwdriver, Via Combusta, Don 
and the Quixotes, 9 pm, $10

a EL CORAZON Vein, Soft Kill, 
Higher Power, Modern Color,  
7 pm, $15/$18
HIGH DIVE Southside Reunion 
Show with Huey & The 
Inflowentials, DJ Mullet, 8 pm, 
$8/$10
HIGHLINE Necrot, Cystic, Foul,  
9 pm, $12/$15
THE KRAKEN BAR & LOUNGE 
Mables Marbles, Millhous, The 
Aimlows, Dust Mice, 8 pm, $7
NECTAR Scott Pemberton Band, 
Ayron Jones, Swindler, 8 pm, 
$12–$50
NEUMOS Millencolin, Mest, Bad 
Animals, 8 pm
SNOQUALMIE CASINO Mark 
Chesnutt, 8 pm, $46–$60
SUBSTATION Eagle Claw, 
Swampheavy, Grim Earth, Tolt, 
9 pm, $12

SUNSET TAVERN Andrew 
Duhon, Avid Dancer, 9 pm, $15

a THEATRE AT MEYDENBAUER 
Mindi Abair & The Boneshakers: 
8th Annual In Concert for Cancer 
Benefit, 6:30–10 pm, $65–$150

TRACTOR TAVERN Sicko, 
Broadway Calls, Four Lights, 
Choke the Pope, 9 pm, $15

TRIPLE DOOR Carl Verheyen 
Band, 8 pm, $25/$30

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE Sing 
Low, Indigo, 5 pm, free

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Cellista, 8 pm, $5–$15

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Pop Secret: Four 
Color Zack, 10 pm–2 am, $10

THE UNDERGROUND STA 
Presents: Bryan Kearney, 10 pm, 
$38–$43

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY Larry Carlton, $51

SEAMONSTER LOUNGE The 
Together Collective, 8 pm, free

a THE SLAB Secret Jazz Club 
Show, 7–9 pm, $20

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE The 
New Triumph, 9 pm, free

DANCE
CHOP SUEY Emo Nite, 9 pm, $15

LYNNWOOD BOWL & SKATE 
Disco Skate Night,  
11:30 pm–2 am, $13

Sat 9/21
LIVE MUSIC
H a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Pokey LaFarge, Guests, 7:30 pm, 
$20–$25

BARBOZA Chelou, Something 
Witchy, 7 pm, $12/$15

BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB 
SØLVE, The Blood of Others, Jet 
Shea, 9 pm–12 am, $7

BLUE MOON TAVERN Stereo 
Embers, Rosso Viti, The Pop 
Cycle, 8 pm, $10

CAFE RACER Rainboy, New 
Born Babies, Pulling It Off, Bone 
Spurs, 7–11 pm

CENTRAL SALOON SURF SEPT: 
The Boss Martians, Don & The 
Quixotes, 8–11:45 pm, $10

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE John Teske: 
Vectorscores, 8 pm, $5–$15

a CHOP SUEY Grayscale, 
Belmont, Bearings, Rich People, 
5 pm, $16

a CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE West 
Seattle School of Rock Performs 
Nirvana, 5:30 pm, $10–$12

COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Michael Sievers, La Magistral,  
7 pm, $10/$12

a CROCODILE Sacha Robotti: 
Welcome to Slothacid, 9 pm, 
$16–$18

DARRELL’S TAVERN Rest 
as Mutes, The Sky Giants, 
Projections on a Wall, Nijlpaard, 
7:30 pm–12:30 am

EDEN SEATTLE A Trip Through 
Musical Time, 7–11:45 pm, 
$18–$25

a EL CORAZON Emerald City 
Rock Party 2019, 4:30 pm, 
$22–$30

a FREMONT ABBEY Loch 
Lomond, Ariana Gillis, Guests,  
8 pm, $0–$13

a GEO’S BAR & GRILL Nora 
Michaels Band, 6:30–9 pm, free

HIGH DIVE Love Vigilantes, 
Rusholme Ruffians, 9 pm, 
$10/$15

HIGHLINE Acid King, Wizard 
Rifle, Warish, 9 pm, $15/$20

NECTAR Clinton Fearon, Mike 
Love, DJ Kid Hops, 8 pm, 
$20–$50

NEUMOS Hayden James, 
NAATIONS, 8 pm, $20/$25

ORA NIGHTCLUB Fatum, 10 pm, 
$20–$350

a PHINNEY NEIGHBORHOOD 
ASSOCIATION 123 Andrés 
Benefit Concert for PCPE, 5 pm, 
$7–$12

a THE ROYAL ROOM School 
of Rock Issaquah Performs Jack 
White, 5 pm, $12/$15

a THE SHOWBOX Koan 
Sound, Haywyre, 9 pm, $23/$28
H SUNSET TAVERN SISTERS, 
Super Sparkle, Guests, 9 pm, $12

TIM’S TAVERN Pickled Okra, 
Tangletown String Band, Brittany 
Collins, 9 pm, $7

TRACTOR TAVERN Petty or Not!, 
The Tambourine Men, 9 pm, $15
H a TRIPLE DOOR Adrian 
Belew with Saul Zonana, 
$35–$45

VICTORY LOUNGE Nasty Bits, 
Beretta, RC Lokos, 8:30 pm, $8

WASHINGTON STATE FAIR 
EVENTS CENTER Charlie 
Wilson, 7:30 pm, $40–$65

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a BENAROYA HALL First 
Concerts: Meet the Trumpet, 
9:30 am, 11 am, $12
H a BENAROYA HALL Berta 
Rojas, 7:30 pm, $40

DJ
Q NIGHTCLUB Haute Sauce x 
Heat Check, 10 pm–2 am, $10

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY Larry Carlton, $51

a RESONANCE AT SOMA 
TOWERS Eastside Jazz Club 
Annual Extravaganza, 7:30–9:30 
pm, $25–$30

THE ROYAL ROOM Rat City 
Brass, 8:30 pm, $8/$10

DANCE
PONY Beach Bum with Ursula 
Major, 4–9 pm, free

SUBSTATION Psy-topia Presents: 
Freedom Fighters, 9 pm, $39

Sun 9/22
LIVE MUSIC
a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Gary Jules, Coby Brown, Brad 
Byrd, Greg Felden, 7:30–10 pm, 
$0–$22

CLOCK-OUT LOUNGE Sunday! 
Sunday! Sunday! with Nic 
Masangkay, Son the Rhemic, and 
Miss Broadway, 9 pm, $5

COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Lyle, Covenhoven, Alki, 7 pm, $12

a CROCODILE School of Rock 
Seattle Performs: Old School 
Hip-Hop, 1:30 pm, $12–$15

THE FUNHOUSE Whiskeydick, 
Stoned Evergreen Travelers, 
James Hunnicutt, Dog Bite 
Harris, 8:30 pm, $5/$7

HIGH DIVE Bad Luck, 
Animal|Inside, Fix, 8:30 pm, $5/$8
H a NEUMOS Fontaines DC, 
Pottery, 8 pm, $16/$18

RENDEZVOUS Local Artist 
Showcase ft. Abby Brown, 
Trevor Krehel, Mariah Belgrod, 
6:30 pm, $12

THE ROYAL ROOM Acoustic 
Blues Summit: John Long, The 
Jelly Rollers, and The Hounds of 
Townsend, 7:30–11 pm, $15

SUNSET TAVERN Said The 
Whale, Guests, 8 pm, $12
H a TRIPLE DOOR Adrian 
Belew with Saul Zonana, 
$35–$45

WASHINGTON STATE FAIR 
EVENTS CENTER Brad Paisley, 
Riley Green, 7:30 pm, $65–$99

a WHITE RIVER 
AMPHITHEATRE Breaking 
Benjamin, Chevelle, Three Days 
Grace, Dorothy, Diamante, 5:30 pm
H a WOODLAND PARK ZOO 
NORTH MEADOW John Prine, 
Kelsey Waldon, 6 pm, $53–$153 
(sold out)

CLASSICAL/
OPERA
a TOWN HALL Town Music: 
You Had Me At Cello, 7:30 pm, 
$15/$20

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY Larry Carlton, $51

Mon 9/23
LIVE MUSIC
BELLTOWN YACHT CLUB Jesse 
Marchant, Guests, 8:30 pm

a CROCODILE girl in red, Isaac 
Dunbar, 7 pm, $16–$65

HIGHLINE Hell, Mizmor, 
Bedlamite, 8 pm, $13/$15

SUNSET TAVERN Melez Band, 
The M9, 8:30 pm, $13

a TRIPLE DOOR Jigjam, 
Polecat, 7:30 pm, $12/$15

JAZZ
THE ROYAL ROOM Lucibela, 
7:30–11 pm, $20/$25

Tues 9/24
LIVE MUSIC
a CROCODILE Hermitude, 
Exmag, 8 pm, $22/$25

a EL CORAZON Despised Icon, 
Kublai Khan, Ingested, Shadow 
of Intent, I Declare War, 6:30 pm, 
$20–$23

a FREEWAY PARK Tuesday 
Tunes & Brews: Guayaba, 
4:30–6:30 pm, free

a FREMONT ABBEY The 
Suitcase Junket, Guests, 7:30 
pm, $0–$20

a MOORE THEATRE Glen 
Hansard, 7 pm, $36/$46

NECTAR 47SOUL, DJ Darek 
Mazzone, 8 pm, $17–$50
H THE ROYAL ROOM Mike 
Watt & the Missingmen, Fine, 
8 pm, $15

a THE SHOWBOX Polo & Pan, 
8 pm, $28/$30

SUBSTATION Thumb Fest,  
5 pm–2 am, $12/$15
H SUNSET TAVERN Matthew 
and The Atlas, Boy Bjorn, Guests, 
8 pm, $12

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY The Hot Club of 
Cowtown, 7:30 pm, $31

TRIPLE DOOR MQ STAGE Brad 
Gibson Duo, 5 pm, free

Wed 9/25
LIVE MUSIC
H a BALLARD HOMESTEAD 
Tom Brosseau, Shelley Short, 
7:30 pm, $0–$15

CENTRAL SALOON Dead At 
Midnite, The Lucitones, Ghost 
Train Trio, 8–11:30 pm, $8

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE Eubanks/Kelley, 
Catherine Lamb, 8 pm, $5–$15

a CROCODILE Live for Matt 
III - Supporting PanCAN with 
Element47, Custard Pie, 7 pm, 
$10–$50

HIGH DIVE Brianna Skye & The 
Dark Clouds, Long Shorts, Fond 
Farewell, 8 pm, $5/$8

a NEPTUNE THEATRE Marc 
Broussard, Samantha Fish, 8 pm, 
$29/$31

RENDEZVOUS Luke Plumb, 
Stanley Greenthal, 7–8:30 
pm, $20

SUNSET TAVERN Antonioni, 
Sunbathe, Sheridan Riley, 8 pm, $10

TRACTOR TAVERN Kristin 
Hersh Electric Trio, Fred Abong, 
8 pm, $20

a VERA PROJECT Rose Dorn, 
OMW2Heaven, Bread Pilot, 
Dogbreth, 7 pm, $10/$12

DJ
a THE CROCODILE BACK 
BAR Night Slice @ The Back 
Bar, 8 pm

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY The Hot Club of 
Cowtown, 7:30 pm, $31

MURPHY’S PUB Evening Jazz, 
7 pm, free

SEAMONSTER LOUNGE Freddy 
Fuego, 8–9:30 pm, free

16708 Aurora Ave N, 
Shoreline, WA 98133

(206) 629-5744 · borealisonaurora.com

 @borealisonaurora 
Sun - Thur 6am - 11pm,  

Fri - Sat 6am - 1am

9/11 . . . . . . . . . . . Comedy (Paul Green) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8:30-10p: FREE

9/14 . . . . . . . . . . . Big Dog Revue (Dance, Jazz) . . . . . . . . . . 9p-12a: $10

9/15 . . . . . . . . . . . Scarlet Tree Revival/SEA Music Bash . . . . . . 3-8p: $10

9/18 . . . . . . . . . . . Comedy (Art Krug) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 830-10p: FREE

9/20 . . . . . . . . . . . Monster Road (R&B/Soul)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8-11p: $15

9/21 . . . . . . . . . . . Platinum Spandex (80s Rock) . . . . . . . . . . 9p-12a: $10

9/25 . . . . . . . . . . . Comedy (Marc Yaffee) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 830-10p: FREE
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DAN SAVAGE’S

2019 FILM FESTIVAL

TICKETS ON 
SALE NOW!

ALL NEW 
FILMS!

Nov 6-10, 
13-17, 20-24

ON THE BOARDS

THESTRANGER.COM/HUMP

FILM SUBMISSION DEADLINE: 
SEPTEMBER 13

5030 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, SEATTLE  •  206-524-8554
www.scarecrow.com

Sign Up for a 

Membership for 

Discounts &  

Rental Deals!  

see our website  

for details  

2 FOR 1 
RENTAL 

WEDNESDAY

blog.scarecrow.com/silverscreeners

New from the Criterion Collection
On Sale until 9/17

 Little-seen 1960 Indian Masterpiece 
THE CLOUD-CAPPED STAR

$24.95 BLU-RAY

Scarecrow, Central Cinema, 
and Criterion present 
a FREE screening of  
John Waters’ 

POLYESTER! 
Thursday, Sept. 19, at 8pm 

at Central Cinema!

SATURDAY, SEPT. 21 AT 7PM, FREE IN OUR SCREENING ROOM! 

http://www.scarecrow.com
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Film

F
ull disclosure: I’m a gospel-music 
dilettante—and an agnostic mother-
fucker, to boot. For better or for 
worse, music is my religion, so you 
may consider me an unreliable narr-

ator with regard to this review of George T. 
Nierenberg’s 1982 documentary, screening 
at Northwest Film Forum, about two of 
gospel’s most important figures: Thomas A. 
Dorsey and Mother Willie Mae Ford Smith.

Say Amen, Somebody competently tells its 
protagonists’ inspirational stories, mostly re-
volving around interviews with Ford Smith 

and Dorsey (plus fam-
ily members and musi-
cal collaborators). Wil-
lie Mae and Thomas 
were in their 70s and 

80s, respectively, at the time of filming, but 
still sharp of mind.

Dubbed the “father of black gospel music,” 
Dorsey was a prolific composer who is cred-
ited with juicing up spirituals and hymns for 
a broader audience. In the film, he appears 
wizened with a hangdog expression, but 
always nattily attired, his speech prone to 
explosive bursts of emphasis. Despite his ad-
vanced age and infirmities, he cuts an impos-
ing figure. His belief in the power of gospel 
and the Almighty never wavers. “If you don’t 
know God, you need to start over again,” he 
proselytizes, with not a scintilla of doubt.

By contrast, Ford Smith is a much warm-
er character, and one who had to overcome 
more prejudices than Dorsey. Even her 
grandson comes at her with misogynistic 
bullshit about being against women preach-
ers. At another point, Ford Smith tells a male 
vocalist in her tutelage, “You got a good voice, 

but you’re throwing it away. Hold it, kind of 
cup it in your mouth. You can’t be a pretty 
mouth and sing.” Pressing her cheeks, she 
says: “This is like a piano right in here. But 
you got to do something with it to make it go 
right. Enunciation is the main thing.”

Regardless if you’re the staunchest skep-
tic, you can’t help getting swept away by Ford 
Smith’s ebullience. “I feel like I can fly away,” 
she says about her singing. “In my song, I try 
my best to lift the hearts of people.”

Nierenberg appropriately devotes much 
of Say Amen, Somebody to Dorsey and Ford 
Smith doing just that at various churches. To 
nonbelievers like me, many of these songs—be-
sides coming off as a bit melodically stodgy—
seem like overblown huzzahs to a godlike 
entity of dubious veracity. What is a serious 
life-and-death matter and an ultimate joy to 
these Christians may strike the heathen as 
elaborate wishful thinking in song form, tran-
scendently beautiful as it may sometimes be.

However, there are moments in the movie 
when even godless types may catch the spir-
it. Say Amen, Somebody climaxes near the 
end when Dorsey, shortly after breaking both 
hips, appears at the National Convention of 
Gospel Choirs and Choruses, and performs 
with Ford Smith during a hugely emotional 
service. The rave-up during the final song is 
a true “holy shit” moment. It turns out that 
when gospel gets up to 120 bpm and over, 
even atheists have to hallelujah. n

Two Gospel Giants
Northwest Film Forum screens a 1982 documentary on  
Thomas A. Dorsey and Mother Willie Mae Ford Smith.

BY DAVE SEGAL

Top Picks
SUN SEPT 15

‘Dredd’
A box-office flop in 2012, Dredd—the film based 
on the postapocalyptic Judge Dredd comic-book 
series—has become a cult hit after its initial release. 
There are a number of reasons for this: The visual 
effects are stunning (especially the scenes depict-
ing the high of the addictive drug Slo-Mo, a crucial 
part of the plot), the film’s vision of the future is 
depressing (but watchable), the action scenes are 
well-executed, and both Lena Headey and Karl 
Urban give fantastic, gritty performances. It’s all 
there. For their film series Time Is Undefeated, the 
Best Action of the Decade (through Sept 29), the 
Beacon is also showing the recent Mission Impos-
sible: Fallout, the three John Wick films, and other 
excellent action movies of the 2010s. (The Beacon, 
8:30 pm, $13.) JASMYNE KEIMIG

WED SEPT 18

‘In Fabric’
Surreal sensualist director Peter Strickland (The Duke 
of Burgundy) sets out to satirize consumerism through 
a hilarious horror device: an evil, sentient (?) red dress. 
When a middle-aged woman (a subtle and appealing 
Marianne Jean-Baptiste) buys the cursed garment 
at a luxurious shop at the mall, things quickly starting 
going wrong in her life—the washing machine rebels, 
a rash develops on her chest, domestic animals turn 
hostile. With many hauntological flourishes, allusions 
to Italian giallo horror, and other mischief, Strickland 
transforms a British shopping center into a demonic 
temple staffed by robotic women who look like Victo-
rians dressed for mourning and speak like neural-net-
work-fed advertising copy mixed with overwrought 
poetry. Deliciously retro, nastily funny, but siding with 
those wrung out by the cycle of labor and consump-
tion, In Fabric deserves a spot next to Sorry to Bother 
You in the hall of great anti-capitalist comedies. (SIFF 
Cinema Uptown, 6 pm, $14.) JOULE ZELMAN

OPENING FRI SEPT 20

‘Miles Davis: Birth of the Cool’ 
Miles Davis was one of the greatest musicians 
ever. He was also a nasty motherfucker. Stanley 
Nelson’s documentary Miles Davis: Birth of the 
Cool pivots on these two immutable elements of 
the jazz trumpeter’s existence with a penetrating, 
analytical approach that doesn’t stint on emotion. 
It’s about as rewarding a dissection of a great artist 
and problematic human as one could hope for in 
under two hours. Nelson enlists an elite cadre of 
Davis’s bandmates, wives and lovers, childhood 
friends, family members, promoters, music critics 
and historians, managers, label bosses, and 
Carlos Santana to provide key insights into this 
tormented genius. They’re generous with praise, 
but not afraid to call out the man’s faults, of which 
there were plenty. While the film’s commenters 
deem Davis the epitome of a hip black man who 
took no shit, he was also physically and mentally 
abusive to some of his wives and girlfriends, 

actions that would likely get him “canceled” 
today. Nelson fairly presents Davis’s blemishes 
and virtues, but he ultimately can’t help elevating 
Davis to godhead status. (SIFF Cinema Egyptian, 
$11/$14.) DAVE SEGAL

‘Rambo: Last Blood’
Sylvester Stallone is 73 years old. Please think 
about that when you watch this film, which 
promises to be the last Rambo ever made (the first 
and best one, Rambo: First Blood, was released 
back in 1982, when Stallone was in his mid-30s). 
The story of Rambo: He fought in the Vietnam War, 
he returned home and went savage on a bunch of 
rural cops, and then he returned to Vietnam and 
blew up some shit over there. He also went to Af-
ghanistan and basically helped Al-Qaeda beat the 
Soviets. This man knows death. This has been his 
whole life. And in Last Blood, he kills some more. 
Damn! (Wide release.) CHARLES MUDEDE

Even the staunchest skeptics can’t help but get swept away by the ebullience of Mother Willie Mae Ford Smith (pictured left).
COURTESY OF MILESTONE FILMS

SAY AMEN, SOMEBODY
Dir. George T. Nierenberg
Sept 13–19,  
Northwest Film Forum
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Film

Early Warnings
TASVEER SOUTH ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL Various locations, Sept 26–Oct 6, $15–$250

FRENCH CINEMA NOW SIFF, Sept 26–Oct 3, $100 (pass)

SEATTLE LATINO FILM FESTIVAL Various locations, Oct 3–12

JOKER Wide release, opening Fri Oct 4

UNSTREAMABLE
Where we recommend great films you can find only on DVD.

‘Clockwatchers’
Here’s the elevator pitch for this movie: Parker 
Posey. Lisa Kudrow. Toni Collette. Alanna Ubach. 
As unsatisfied temps. In the late 1990s. That’s it. 
The fact that all these actors are in a movie to-
gether should be enough for you to buy this DVD 
and treasure it forever. Frankly, I’m gobsmacked—
GOBSMACKED!—that I and everyone I’ve ever 
known have never heard about Clockwatchers. 
(Thanks, “Rodel the Great,” for the suggestion 
on Twitter.) Posey plays an absolute office dom. 
Collette serves her characteristic meekness that’s 
both devastating and understated. These women 
are royalty. I wonder if we’d all know about this 
film if it featured four leading dudes from the 
1990s, say Keanu Reeves or River Phoenix or 
Kevin Costner or Mark Wahlberg. Watch and make 
amends. (Available for rent at Scarecrow Video.) 
CHASE BURNS

Ad Astra
Wide release, opening Fri 
Sept 20

And Life Goes On
SIFF Film Center, Sept 
21–22, $14

Art House Theater Day: 
‘Putney Swope’ 
Grand Illusion, Wed Sept 
18, $10

Class War: Comedies of 
Poverty and Wealth
The Beacon, $13, through 
Oct 5

Finding Kukan
Central Library, Wed Sept 
18, free

Issaquah International 
Film Festival
Cinebarre, Sept 14–15, free

Local Sightings Film 
Festival 2019
Northwest Film Forum, 
Sept 20–29, free–$200

A Matter of Life and 
Death
The Beacon, Sept 20–21, 
24–25, $13

Murder in the Front 
Row: The San Francisco 
Bay Area Thrash Metal 
Story 
Grand Illusion, Sept 
20–22, 24 & 26, $10

Nocturnal Emissions: 
Night of the Creeps
Northwest Film Forum, 
Thurs Sept 12, $17

Official Secrets  
SIFF Cinema Uptown, 
opening Fri Sept 13, 
$11/$14

Paris Is Burning
SIFF Cinema Uptown, 
Sept 20–22, $11/$14

Raise Hell: The Life and 
Times of Molly Ivins
SIFF Cinema Uptown, 
opening Fri Sept 13, 
$11/$14

Rezo  
Northwest Film Forum, 
Sept 14–15, $12

Short 
List

For more details of screenings, go to 

www.socialjusticefilmfestival.org

http://www.socialjusticefilmfestival.org
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L
ike so many good things in life—
your last vacation or whatever 
wild shit you’re getting up to this 
weekend—Juice Club was born 
from a group text. A roaming series 

of natural-wine bottle parties with an 
experiential, interactive bent, the events 
first started as a drinking hangout, bringing 
together a group of friends obsessed with 
wine (subject header: “Juice Club”).

Now they’re determined to get the city 
hooked, one party at a time.

Juice Club is the work of Ben Chaykin, 
Reva Keller, Lianabell Soto-Silva, Mckenna 
Dean, and Matt Lucas, a wine-loving quintet 
with combined experience encompassing 
everything from wine service to event man-
agement to interactive menu design. They 
all help pour wine, but Lucas is in charge of 
curating the menu, which leans heavily into 
expressive, vibrant, minimal intervention 
wines—the so-called “natural wine” current-
ly dominating trendy wine lists from Tokyo 
to London to Los Angeles.

Juice Club launched in August of 2018 as 
a sit-down dinner series, and found its stride 
in January 2019 as a string of pop-up wine 
bar parties, offering wines by the glass and 
select small plates at a diverse cross section 
of establishments. “Seattle is just coming up 
on natural wine now,” says Lucas, whose day 
job is at Vif, Wallingford’s influential bottle 
shop and wine bar. “It seems like in the last 
year, there has been this dramatic shift of 
young people getting into natural wine, and 
maybe we’ve had a role in that.”

It’s true that while the import, bottle 
shop, and winemaker scene is booming in 
both Portland and the Bay Area, Seattle has 
been slower on the uptake. For an event 
series like this, teaching about wine starts 
with exposing people to the good shit, which 
means pouring wines from the best of the 
best natural winemakers.

At Juice Club events you can try wines by 
the likes of Cantina Giardino, a much-lauded 
collective in the Campania region of Italy, 
which works with indigenous Italian grapes 
like Fiano and Aglianico, and bottle “as is,” 
without the use of additional chemicals or 
fining agents; Sébastien Riffault, an influen-
tial young Sancerre maker of fresh and com-
plex wines; and the legendary Jean-Pierre 
Robinot, a former wine writer producing 
utterly compelling wines in the French re-
gion of Jasnières.

The Juice Club party series changes 
venues and vibes each week (check their  
@juice__club Instagram for updates), but 
once a month, there’s a standing date at Jar-
rBar, where Juice Club creates an intimate 
natural wine bar setting, offering the op-

portunity to go deep on bottle list offerings 
and small plates. Other recent events have 
included a 200-person blowout at Gold Club 
and an expansive rooftop hang at Mountain-
eering Club. “Moving around from space to 
space is pretty fun, but it also helps us give 
a different viewpoint on what Juice Club 
really is,” says Chaykin, whose background 
is in event design and interactives.

“Sometimes it’s bar events that feel like 
the places we like going in Paris or London,” 
adds Keller, “and other times it’s more like 
you’re just at this amazing party that hap-
pens to have great natural wine.”

I asked Keller, Chaykin, and Lucas what 
was next for Juice Club, and the group po-
litely demurred. “Everything is up in the air 
now,” Lucas said, “but we do have plans to 
expand further.” The consensus on their 
ultimate setting for a Juice Club party, if 
it could happen anywhere in Seattle, is the 
Space Needle, though Keller listed a few 
other pipe dreams, including a takeover at 
China Harbor and a clandestine ferry party.

“We have a lot of ideas,” the team tells me. 
Better order a magnum. n

Blame It on the Juice (Club)
Seattleites are getting hooked on natural wine,  

one Juice Club event at a time.
BY JORDAN MICHELMAN

Seattle oenophiles pack JarrBar for Juice Club’s monthly natural wine parties.
REVA KELLER

Top Picks
SAT SEPT 14

Georgetown Beer Festival
Georgetown, one of Seattle’s oldest neighborhoods, 
has built-in beer history: It’s where Rainier Beer first 
got its start in 1884 and was once the sixth largest 
brewery in the world. The inaugural edition of 
this new festival hosted in the historic district will 
celebrate the remarkably high volume of brewers in 
the South End, including Counterbalance Brewing, 
Elysian Brewing, Flying Lion Brewing, Future 
Primitive Brewing, Georgetown Brewing, Ghostfish 
Brewing, Jellyfish Brewing, Lowercase Brewing, 
Machine House Brewery, Perihelion Brewery, Sea-
pine Brewing, and Tin Dog Brewing. (Georgetown 
Trailer Park Mall, 12–5 pm, free.) JULIANNE BELL

Washington Artisan 
Cheesemakers Festival
Fromage fanciers, rejoice: At this festival 
celebrating “the terroir of Washington” and 
benefiting the Washington State Cheesemakers 

LIVE
COMEDY
SHOWS! 

HAPPY HOUR: 
4-6pm, 10-close, 7 days a week

Mon 4-12, Tue-Fri 4-2am, Sat 12-2am, Sun 12-12am 

340 15th Ave E #201, Seattle, WA 

 

Se
attle

’s Best Fish & Chips

 Pacific Inn Pub
Fine Ales 

and Spirits
Near the Center of the Universe  

at the corner of 35th and Stone Way N.
206-547-2967
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TASTE SPECIALLY CRAFTED $2 SLICES
ALL OVER THE CITY FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!

seattlepizzaweek.com

Interested in becoming a participating location?
 Call 206-323-7101 or email adinfo@thestranger.com for details!

mailto:dinfo@thestr�nger.com
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Association, more than 20 artisan and farmstead 
cheesemakers from all over the state will gather 
to share their creamy wares. The lineup features 
a coterie of choice cheesemongers and covetable 
creameries, like Beecher’s, Twin Sisters, Mt. 
Townsend, and more, as well as accompaniments 
from artisans like preserves producer Girl Meets 
Dirt, plus local beer and wine. Admission includes 
three beverage tastes and all the cheese your 
dairy-loving heart desires. (Seattle Design Center, 
1–5 pm, $40.) JULIANNE BELL

SAT SEPT 21

Smoke Farm Symposium
Every year since 2009, thinkers from across all dis-
ciplines, including scientists, scholars, artists, writ-
ers, activists, philosophers, and more, have come 
together for the Smoke Farm Symposium, a day of 
lectures at Arlington-based Smoke Farm—affection-
ately described as “TED talks in a barn.” The day of 
intellectual stimulation culminates in a communal 
feast prepared by local chef Monica Dimas of Little 
Neon Taco, Sunset Fried Chicken, and Westman’s 
Bagel and Coffee, paired with plenty of lively 
discussion. This year’s lineup of speakers includes 
Adrienne Fairhall, codirector of UW’s Institute of 
Neuroengineering and Computational Neuroscience 
Center; author, editor, and Evergreen State College 
teacher Miranda Mellis; Fulbright fellow Mary Weir; 
retired clinical psychologist Clark Martin; and The 
Stranger’s own Charles Mudede. Guests have the 
option to camp out overnight and take a dip in the 
Stillaguamish River. (Smoke Farm, Arlington, 
11 am–11:45 pm, free–$200.) JULIANNE BELL

SUN SEPT 22

An Incredible Feast - Farmers 
Market Fundraiser Party
At this fundraiser feast benefiting the Center for 
Urban Horticulture, more than 15 acclaimed Seat-
tle chefs will be matched up with local farms to 
create a locally sourced spread. This year’s batch 
of culinary luminaries includes Shota Nakajima 
of Adana, Tamara Murphy of Terra Plata, Thomas 

Litrenta of Agrodolce, and others, and they’ll be 
whipping up dishes using fresh ingredients from 
Alvarez Organic Farm, Collins Family Orchards, 
and Hayton Farms, among others. Plus, there’s 
local beer and wine, live music, carnival games, 
and a silent auction. (UW Center For Urban Horti-
culture, 5–8 pm, $135–$200.) JULIANNE BELL

TUES SEPT 24

Author Talk: ‘Cannelle et Vanille’ 
by Aran Goyoaga
Local food blogger, photographer, cook, food stylist, 
and two-time James Beard Award finalist Aran 
Goyoaga has earned scores of fans from all over the 
world for her gorgeous images of food and simple, 
elegant cooking. Her new cookbook, Cannelle et 
Vanille, focuses on recipes for nourishing,  
gluten-free comfort fare like spaghetti and meat-
balls, buttermilk-brined fried chicken, caramelized 
onion and fennel biscuits, and apple tarte tatin—all 
of it just what you want to eat on a crisp autumn 
day. At this event, she’ll appear for a chat with local 
author Molly Wizenberg and sign copies of her new 
book. (Book Larder, 6:30 pm, $35.) JULIANNE BELL

An Incredible Feast - Farmers 
Market Fundraiser Party

 COURTESY OF SASQUATCH BOOKS

LUCAS ANDERSON

MONDAY - FRIDAY 7AM-6PM
SATURDAY & SUNDAY 8AM-5PM

PROUDLY SERVING LOCAL PASTRIES,  

ORGANIC LOOSE LEAF TEAS, AND OUR VERY OWN 

AIR-ROASTED, ORGANIC, FAIR TRADE COFFEE, USING 

BEANS FROM CAFÉ FEMENINO, AN ORGANIZATION 

HELPING EMPOWER WOMEN AROUND THE WORLD. 

*GLUTEN FREE AND VEGAN OPTIONS AVAILABLE!*

WE HAVE FRESH SQUEEZED JUICES 
AND WHITE COFFEE!

ONE BLOCK WEST OF CENTURYLINK FIELD
553 1ST AVE S • 206-628-0474

www.trianglepub.com

Open Early for Home Games!

NFL
SUNDAY TICKET

GAME DAY DRINK SPECIALS!

$3.50 Rainier Tall Boys
$6.50  Coors Light Man Cans

$5 Fireball Shots

http://www.trianglepub.com
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Early Warnings
SEATTLE COWABUNGA South Lake Union 
Discovery Center, Sept 27–29, $75–$399

BALLARD OKTOBERFEST Bad Jimmy’s, Sat Sept 
28, 3–10 pm, $30

NORTHWEST AGAVE FEST Block 41, Sat Sept 28, 
12–10 pm, $65–$85

FEAST AT THE MARKET Pike Place Market, Tues 
Oct 1, 5:30–10 pm, $95

BREW AT THE ZOO Woodland Park, Thurs Oct 3, 
5:30–8:30 pm, $36/$58

TASTE AMERICA: SEATTLE RAISING THE BAR 
Block 41, Thurs Oct 3, 6 pm, $75

TASTE AMERICA: SEATTLE GALA DINNER 
Fairmont Olympic Hotel, Fri Oct 4, 8 pm, $295/$395

LEAVENWORTH OKTOBERFEST Leavenworth 
Festhalle, Oct 4–19, $10–$20

15TH ANNUAL GREAT PUMPKIN BEER FESTIVAL 
Seattle Center, Oct 4–5, 4–10 pm, $5–$50

OKTOBERFEST NORTHWEST Washington State 
Fair Events Center, Oct 4–6, $6–$95

17TH ANNUAL FRESH HOP ALE FESTIVAL Yakima 
Valley, Sat Oct 5, 5–10 pm, $20/$45

TASTE OF SEATTLE MADE AXIS Pioneer Square, 
Sun Oct 6, 1–4:30 pm, $35/$45

Audi Culinary Series: 
PROOF Seattle
803 Dexter Ave N,  
7–10 pm, through Sept 13

Bastille Rooftop Dinner 
Series
Bastille Cafe & Bar, 
Mon–Tues, 5:45 pm, $175, 
through Sept 17

Chinatown-ID Night 
Market
Chinatown-International 
District, Sat Sept 14,  
4 pm–12 am, free

Ice Cream Social 
Pop-Up
Fremont Sunday Market, 
Sun Sept 22, 10 am–4 pm

Molly Moon’s Fall 
Flavor Tasting
The Riveter Capitol Hill, 
Tues Sept 24,  
6–7:30 pm, $35

Saint Demetrios Greek 
Festival
St. Demetrios Greek 
Orthodox Church,  
Sept 20–22, free

Washington Cider 
Week 2019
Various locations,  
through Sept 15

Short 
List

BELLTOWN
Cleen Craft
CBD cocktail and 
mocktail bar
2234 Second Ave

EASTLAKE
Son of a Butcher
Korean barbecue
2236 Eastlake Ave E

GREEN LAKE
Eight Row
Pan-American cuisine
7102 Woodlawn Ave NE

KIRKLAND
Ivar’s Seafood Bar
Fish and chips chain
5910 Lake Washington 
Blvd NE

NORTH SEATTLE
Tian Fu
Sichuan restaurant
300 NE Northgate Way

REDMOND
La Isla
Reopening of Puerto  
Rican restaurant
7430 164th Ave NE

SOUTH LAKE UNION
Associated Vintners 
Tasting Room and  
Wine Bar
Pop-up wine bar and 
tasting room
400 Fairview Ave N

WEST SEATTLE
Youngstown Kitchen
Health-minded diner
6032 California Ave SW

WHITE CENTER
Biscuit Bitch
Southern-inspired 
brunch chain
9602 16th Ave SW

New Bars & 
Restaurants

206 N. 36th St. Fremont
theegeorge.com

SEATTLE’S 1ST BRITISH PUB

PREMIER & CHAMPIONS LEAGUE GAMES
22 TAPS + PROPER BRITISH FOOD

NEW 
MENU!

Seattle’s Only Blog
news  •  entertainment 

arts  •  everything

@richsssmith

RICH
SMITH

“This city is cursed to have 
Rich writing about its arts.”

- SLOG COMMENTER
thestranger.com/slog
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Old Town Rows BY BRENDAN EMMETT QUIGLEY

The lightning didn’t get you.

ACROSS

1. Soprano’s upper limit

6. Took things the wrong way

11. Stout alternative

14. Arm of the sea

15. 1961 John Updike short 
story featuring three girls in 
bathing suits

16. TLC provider

17. Old town row #1

20. Fix, as torn clothing

21. Apartments in a complex

22. TV’s Wonder Woman Carter

23. Shrewdly tricky

24. “I’m a big ___”

25. Old town row #2

34. “See you, mon frere”

35. “New York” magazine puzzle 
maker Cathy

36. Marvel Entertainment CEO 
Perlmutter

37. “I shit you not”

38. “Straight Up” singer Paula

39. Transport to some moguls

40. WSW’s opposite

41. More sick (probably not 
more cool, nobody says that 
anymore)

42. Won all the games in a series

43. Old town row #3

46. Bear in a Barcelona baby 
book

47. Crossed (out)

48. Party spot of the Balearic 
Islands

51. Fruit tree with purplish flowers

54. Nervous movement?

57. Old town row #4

60. Miller’s container

61. Job’s comforter, in the Bible

62. Eel often served as kabayaki

63. Caboose

64. It is enharmonically equiva-
lent to C major

65. Launch, as a smartphone app

DOWN

1. Wolfram|Alpha results

2. Clarifying phrase in memos

3. Beam

4. “Look at me”

5. Cosmic mystical creature 
created by H.P. Lovecraft

6. Bollywood cover-up

7. Diplomat’s gift

8. Large burden

9. The, uh… (checks notes) bad 
cholesterol, for short

10. Green testing spots

11. “Preach it!”

12. Booming

13. “Where’d You Go, 
Bernadette” actress Nelson

18. Single-named Irish New Age 
singer

19. Abbr. with the zip code 10001

23. “Go back to the original text”

24. Big bomb

25. Places you can get a latte 
and hang out for hours on 
your laptop

26. “A Bell for ___”

27. Pulverized, as potatoes

28. Roof feature

29. Higher-up?

30. Photos by those who cannot 
take photos, e.g.

31. Media no-no

32. Safari animal with striped legs

33. Quaint “nonsense”

38. Maker of  T-Bonz BBQ Pork 
Dog Treats

39. Like line drawings

41. “My hero!”

42. Rattle off

44. Let out goopily

45. Big test

48. Machu Picchu resident

49. Media no-no (supposedly)

50. Letters in the country?

51. “The Amazing Race” host 
Keoghan

52. Turkish title

53. Sulky look

54. Golf bunker

55. “Othello” antagonist

56. What a flavor saver points to

58. Frolicker of fantasy

59. Genetic strand

JOHNNY SAMPSON

Find the solution at 
thestranger.com/puzzlesolution.

ARE YOU A DUCK OR ARE YOU AN ICEBERG?

WORRY LINES

@SHAGEY_
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BURIEN 14325 1st Ave South
Burien, WA 98168   206-242-6000  

admin@thejointllc.com

SEATTLE 4336 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98105   206-283-3333  

admin@thejointllc.com

Warning - this product contains marijuana. When eaten or swallowed the intoxicating effects of this drug may be delayed by two or more hours. Should not be used by women that are pregnant or breast feeding. 
For use by adults twenty-one and over. Keep out of reach of children. Products containing marijuana can impair judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. This product has 
intoxicating effects and may be habit forming.

U-DISTRICT LOCATION NOW OPEN!

Est 2010

Check Out Our Daily Deals at TheJointllc.com

Seattle’s Only Blog
news  •  entertainment 

arts  •  everything

@thefriz

zelle

CHRISTOPHER
FRIZZELLE
“Christopher doesn’t have even 
a glimmering of the aptitude 
necessary for the job.”

- SLOG COMMENTER
thestranger.com/slog

mailto:admin@thejointllc.com
mailto:admin@thejointllc.com



